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Summary

A key driver for economic growth is the evolution of new technology, which, in turn,

has a strong connection to firms’ timing of product introduction. Competition between

firms make the timing of product introduction of strategic importance, affecting the

quality of goods introduced in the market, and their intended audience via product

design. These decisions influence our everyday life, what we (can) do, and perhaps

even shape the way we view the world. This is the central issue in this dissertation.

The literature on the strategic timing of product introduction has primarily focused

on the supply side of the economy, most often assuming consumers to hold identical

preferences.1 But ignoring demand heterogeneity means ignoring a fundamental part

of the reality in business. It is surprising that there are no satisfactory treatments of

the connection between the product introduction and the demand side, as it is truly in

this context a technology must prove its worth. In fact, one of the most basic premises

of marketing is the presence of demand heterogeneity, without which producers have

difficulties escaping marginal cost pricing and zero profits. A business manager would

therefore be wise to pay attention to consumers’ tastes in the development of new

technologies. This, however, is only news to researchers, not to business managers.

This dissertation comprises three self-contained chapters which are briefly outlined

in the following. It is my hope that the models and their conclusions will serve as a

guideline to companies faced with challenging decisions in product development, and

that the theoretical understanding of the relationship between the characteristics of

the demand side and the firm’s own choices on the supply side gives managers more

than a gut feeling to go on in making these decisions.

My first paper studies the introduction of a new and incompatible technology

sponsored by an entrant, to compete against an established network sponsored by

an incumbent in a spatial market with demand heterogeneity and network externali-

ties. Competition takes the form of a standards battle comparable to the VHS versus

Betamax rivalry in the late 70s and early 80s.2 The paper investigates how long

an entrant optimally should do research before entering the market and what level

of product differentiation should be chosen in order to maximize its present value

profits. Research time is important as it not only determines how much research effort

1See for example Katz and Shapiro (1992), Regibeau and Rockett (1996), and Kristiansen (1998).
2See Cusumano et al. (1992) for the history of the VCR standards battle.
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is embedded in the product before it is launched; it also has consequences for how

successfully the two competing firms build their network of users.

First, the paper derives a function showing the intertemporal evolution in market

shares resulting from of the choices made by the newcomer. Second, each level of

research is associated with both a minimum and a maximum level of product diffe-

rentiation that should be chosen by the entrant in equilibrium. Third, the entrant’s

problem is solved by numerical methods.

Consistent with empirical evidence, such as the data in Cusumano et al. (1992), the

model produces a smooth transition in demands such that the market gradually tips

over time. This should be seen in contrast to the abrupt changes in demand predicted

by models assuming homogeneous buyers. The paper gains insight into the optimal

linkage between research time and product design, and shows what characteristics one

should expect to emerge in different industries. Even though the exact relationship is

complex, new products will either have high quality and a low degree of differentiation

or low quality and a high degree of differentiation.

Having studied competition in network markets in the first chapter, the second and

third chapters describe firm behavior in industries characterized by word of mouth com-

munication. Whereas network effects involve a two-way interdependency in consumers’

adoption decision, word of mouth communication only imposes a one-way externality

from the adoption choice of an early buyer onto a later buyer’s taste.

Word of mouth communication can exist in a variety of forms such as direct speech,

blogging, or e-mailing unified by information passing from one person to another.

Moreover, word of mouth communication helps consumers become acquainted with

products they previously did not know existed, and is an easy way to learn of the

quality of a good or service before purchasing it, for example trying a restaurant

a friend recommended. Dye (2000) estimates that two-thirds of the US economy is

influenced by word of mouth effects. To the researcher and the business manager alike,

this should underline the importance of accounting for such dependencies in demand

at the product development stage.

In particular, my second paper focuses on the impact of brand popularity on two

firms’ optimal entry strategies into an emerging industry, where word of mouth com-

munication influences the popularity of brands between periods. Differences in brand

popularity give firms dissimilar payoffs in the game, having consequences for their

strategic choices of timing of product introduction. I study the subgame perfect equi-
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libria of the game to observe how they connect to popularity, strength of word of

mouth communication, and consumer heterogeneity. Further, the outcomes arising in

different industries are analyzed to predict how the relative position of firms is influ-

enced by brand popularity; does a dominant brand consolidate its position, is there a

tendency for brands to become more even competitors, or will the market remain at

status quo?

The third paper extends the second mainly by allowing for sequential moves in the

development stage instead of assuming that firms move simultaneously. The paper

studies how equilibrium is connected to whether leadership is held by the popular or

the unpopular brand. Moreover, the paper investigates the impact of popularity on

brands’ incentives and their strategic choices of entry strategies. Lastly, comparing the

outcomes under each brand’s leadership reveals their individual preferences for leader

and follower roles.

Simultaneity is descriptive of industries where a firm has limited information on its

opponent’s options, or if there is not a single, obvious strategy to be played by one of the

firms. When new product development originates from an underlying technology that

becomes freely available to all players, for instance the Internet, decisions are likely to

be made simultaneously. For example this could be online book stores choosing when

to enter the market. On the other hand, a sequential structure will be more appropriate

in industries characterized by a great level of observability in the strategies available

to firms and/or when they have the ability to communicate the strategies played

in a credible way. Sequentially should be expected when innovation is something

that is pioneered by a single firm. One may want to think of the development of

new pharmaceuticals which are usually build from the bottom up by one firm alone.

Between this model and its companion the reader can choose the most appropriate

framework depending on how the particular industry in question functions.
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Dansk Resumé (Danish Summary)

Teknologisk udvikling er central for økonomisk vækst. Derfor er det naturligt,

at den strategiske konkurrence mellem virksomheder i forhold til timing af produkt-

introduktion har modtaget megen opmærksomhed i litteraturen, da den påvirker

kvaliteten af de produkter, som udbydes til forbrugerne, og hvilket publikum de rettes

mod. Disse valg har indflydelse på vores hverdag, vores muligheder, og er måske

endda med til at forme, hvordan vi ser på verden. Litteraturen har primært fokuseret

på udbudssiden af økonomien og blot anset forbrugerne for værende identiske.3 Men

ved at ignorere forbrugernes forskellighed på efterspørgselssiden ignorerer man også

en fundamental del af virkelighedens markeder. Det er derfor overraskende, at kun

få papirer tidligere har undersøgt samspillet mellem efterspørgselssiden og de strate-

giske aspekter i forhold til virksomheders timing af produktintroduktion, da det netop

er hos forbrugerne, at en teknologi skal vise, om den kan stå distancen. Yderligere

gælder det, at en af de mest basale forudsætninger inden for marketing er, at for-

brugere har forskelligartet smag; uden dette ville virksomhederne have sværere ved at

undgå ren Bertrand-konkurrence. En virksomhedsleder bør derfor være lydhør over

for forbrugernes ønsker, når nye teknologier udvikles. Dette er dog kun en nyhed for

forskere ikke for virksomhedsledere. Denne afhandling indeholder tre papirer, der alle

omhandler strategisk timing af produktintroduktion i markeder, hvor efterspørgslen er

heterogen. Papirerne beskrives kort nedenfor. Jeg håber, at den teoretiske forståelse

omkring sammenhængen mellem efterspørgselssidens karakteristika og virksomhedens

egne valg på udbudssiden, som mine modeller bidrager med, vil fungere som en rette-

snor for virksomhedsledere og give dem et bedre beslutningsgrundlag end bare en

mavefornemmelse alene til at træffe disse beslutninger på.

I mit første papir tager jeg det derfor som givet, at kun en entrant udvikler en ny

teknologi i et marked, der øjeblikkeligt er dækket af en etableret virksomhed. Markedet

er rummeligt og er karakteriseret af netværkseffekter, og konkurrencen foregår som en

standardkrig mellem to inkompatible netværk. Der er derfor mange lighedspunkter

med standardkrigen mellem VHS og Betamax. Se Cusumano et al. (1992) for histo-

rien bag VCR standardkrigen. I et sådant marked undersøger jeg, hvor lang tid en en-

trant optimalt bør vælge at produkt-udvikle, før teknologien lanceres på markedet, og

3Se eksempelvis Katz and Shapiro (1992), Regibeau and Rockett (1996) og Kristiansen (1998).

Referencer findes i det engelsksprogede resumé.
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hvilken grad af produktdifferentiation som skal vælges for at maksimere virksomhedens

profit. Først identificeres funktionen, som beskriver udviklingen i markeds andele over

tid som resultat af virksomhedens valg. Dernæst udledes den minimale og maksimale

grad af produktdifferentiation, som en entrant bør vælge som funktion af produktets

kvalitet. Sidst løses virksomhedens problem ved hjælp af numeriske metoder.

Konsistent med empirien, se eventuelt Cusumano et al. (1992), udviser denne

model en glidende overgang i de to konkurrerende netværkers markedsandele. Dette

skal ses i forhold til de skarpe udsving i efterspørgslen, som resulterer fra antagelsen

om, at forbrugerne er homogene. Netværkseksternaliteter medfører, at firmaerne intro-

ducerer produkter, der har en lavere kvalitet end socialt optimalt. Modellen giver

indsigt i den optimale sammenhæng mellem udviklingstid og produktdesign, og selvom

det præcise forhold er komplekst, kan det generelt siges, at nye produkter enten har en

høj kvalitet og en lav grad af differentiering eller en lavere kvalitet og en højere grad

af differentiering.

I modsætning til mit første papir, der beskæftiger sig med netværksmarkeder,

beskriver kapitlerne to og tre i denne afhandling virksomheders opførsel i industrier

karakteriseret ved word of mouth-kommunikation. Hvor netværkseffekter involverer et

tovejsforhold i forbrugernes adoptionsbeslutninger, indebærer word of mouth-

kommunikation kun en envejseksternalitet fra en tidlig forbruger til en senere, hvilket

antages at påvirke fordelingen af forbrugertyper og derigennem virksomhedernes pop-

ularitet.

Word of mouth-kommunikation kan tage mange former, blandt andet direkte sam-

tale, blogs eller e-mails. Sammenfattende gælder det dog, at information spredes fra

en person til en anden. Word of mouth hjælper en køber til at lære om produkter,

som han førhen ikke vidste eksisterede, og er en let måde at få en idé om et pro-

dukts kvalitet uden at skulle købe det først. Dye (2000) estimerer, at to tredjedele af

den amerikanske økonomi er påvirket af word of mouth-effekter. For forskeren såvel

som erhvervslederen bør dette understrege vigtigheden af at tage højde for word of

mouth-effekter på forbrugersiden i planlægningsfasen af ny produktintroduktion.

Mit andet papir fokuserer i særdeleshed på, hvordan brand-popularitet påvirker to

konkurrerende virksomheders optimale produktintroduktionsstrategier i en nyopstået

industri med word of mouth-effekter. Forskelle i brand-popularitet giver firmaerne

uens incitamenter for produktudvikling, hvilket har konsekvenser for deres strategiske

valg af introduktionsstrategier. Spillets subgame perfect equilibria undersøges med det
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formål at se, hvordan de afhænger af virksomhedernes popularitet, styrken af word of

mouth-effekter og forbruger-heterogenitet. Modellen identificerer, i hvilke markeder

man bør forvente, at asymmetrien i duopolet forøges eller formindskes. Dette indikerer

således, om dominerende virksomheder vil konsolidere deres positioner, eller om der

er en tendens til, at parterne bliver mere ligebyrdige.

Det tredje papir i denne afhandling udvider den forrige model ved grundlægende

at lade beslutningsprocessen i udviklingsfasen være sekventiel i stedet for simultan. I

papiret undersøger jeg hvilken effekt popularitet har på et brands incitamenter og dets

strategiske valg af produktintroduktion. Ydermere, undersøges hvordan ligevægten i

markedet hænger sammen med, om lederskabet ligger hos det populære eller det upop-

ulære brand. Ved at sammenligne de to situationer kan man afsløre virksomhedernes

individuelle præferencer for at være Stackelberg leader eller follower i markedet.

Sekventiel beslutningstagen er deskriptiv for industrier hvor virksomhedernes strate-

giske valg er observerbare, i modsætning til markeder medmere begrænset information,

som den simultane struktur i beslutningsprocessen antyder. Tilsammen udgør de to

modeller en fælles ramme til at forklare og forudsige økonomisk opførsel i en bred vifte

af markeder.
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1 Introduction

This paper studies the introduction of a new and incompatible technology in a spatial

market with network externalities. In competition with an established network the

paper investigates how long an entrant optimally should do research before entering

the market and what level of product differentiation should be chosen in order to

maximize its present value profits. Research effort is important as it not only deter-

mines the quality of the technology that is introduced; it also has consequences for

how successfully the two competing firms build their network of users.

By introducing heterogeneity in buyers’ preferences, the model is able to appreciate

how differences in consumers’ tastes on the demand side influence the choices made

on the supply side. Since network externalities make past sales an asset in present

competition, the location choice of a firm influences not only the scope of potential

markups but also the market shares now and in the future. Together the choices of

R&D strategy and location in the industry, and their interaction, are important factors

to understand for a future entrant. Not only do they determine the speed and direction

of changes in market shares by influencing buyers’ adoption decisions, they also affect

the prices that can be charged. This relationship has not yet received much attention

in existing literature. Consistent with empirical evidence the model produces a smooth

transition in demands such that the market gradually tips over time; when the CD was

introduced in 1982 it did not immediately stunt all sales of music on existing audio

medias such as audio cassettes and vinyl recordings, even though it offered a strong

improvement in sound quality and storage capacity.1 This should be seen in contrast

to the abrupt changes in demand predicted by models of homogeneous demand,2 in

which a firm may sell to every buyer in one period, only to sell nothing in the next if

a better technology enters the market.

The contributions of this model are the following: The paper describes the in-

tertemporal evolution in market shares whether they grow or decline, as a function

of the entrant’s R&D strategy and chosen level of product differentiation, and how it

relates to the characteristics of the market (such as speed of technological progress,

strength of network externalities, and size of heterogeneity in consumers’ tastes). The

1See the distribution of record sales on different formats in "The recording industry in numbers

(2005)". This is an annual publication made by the International Federation of the Phonographic

Industry (IFPI). Park (2004) shows that competition between the Betamax and VHS standards

displayed a similar adoption pattern.
2For example Katz and Shapiro (1992) and Regibeau and Rockett (1996), and Kristiansen (1998).
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relationship between minimum and maximum levels of product differentiation and the

timing of product introduction is derived. Generally speaking, stronger differences in

consumer tastes lead to faster introduction of new products that will be of lower qual-

ity for this reason. Even though the exact connection is complex, the higher quality a

new product can offer consumers the less differentiation should be chosen by the firm.

The dynamic nature of network economies in combination with demand hetero-

geneity is not without costs, as analytical solutions to the problem in some cases do

not exist; only when firms’ market shares are constant over time does the problem

reduce in complexity to allow for analytical results. To solve the problem in general,

numerical methods are used to describe how the equilibrium of the model depends on

the parameterization of the economy.

The literature most closely related to the present analysis is Katz and Shapiro

(1992) and Regibeau and Rockett (1996) both studying firms’ endogenous choices of

introduction dates when buyers are homogeneous. Katz and Shapiro focus on the

timing of product introduction of a second-generation technology when consumers

hold perfect foresight on future network sizes and introduction times. In Regibeau

and Rockett the buyers are myopic, as is the case my model and they solve for the

optimal entry dates of introduction for both generations of technology. The present

analysis lends the basic structure of timing decisions, but adds a spatial dimension to

capture the connection between timing and location choices.

The present model also borrows from location theory, starting with Hotelling (1929)

and d’Aspremont, Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979) in their consideration how firms

choose locations in a spatial market. Mitchell and Skrzypacz (2006) study a dynamic

duopoly with network externalities in a spatial market, where firms are exogenously

located at each their extremity of the city, endowed with products of fixed quality.

Firms choose prices strategically knowing how sales increase the value of their net-

works. However, as firms can only set a single price each period, they have an incentive

to ‘harvest’ high market shares by setting higher prices, thus becoming less attractive

to later adopters. Mitchell and Skrzypacz explain whether market shares stabilize or

diverge over time and the efficiency of the private market. The authors show that

strong network effects and patient firms lead to a single standard being adopted by all

in the long run. Although this model has a different focus than mine, our models share

the prediction that only one standard will prevail in the long run, but weak network
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effects allow competing technologies to coexist for an extended period of time.3

The paper is outlined as follows: The model is laid out in section 2 and firms’

equilibrium pricing strategies are derived. Section 3 shows how intertemporal demands

are related to the entering firm’s choice of timing and location. The set of potential

strategies is reduced in section 4. Section 5 solves the entrant’s problem numerically,

and section 6 concludes.

2 Setup

Two firms, A and B, sponsor technologies that are mutually incompatible. Firm A

enters exogenously at time  = 0 with a product of quality  The focus of the paper

is on firm B, which is faced with the decisions of choosing how long to do research

before entering the industry and how much to differentiate its product in comparison

to firm A. Firm B can be thought of as incorporating the state-of-the-art technology in

its product; the longer it delays entry, the better technologies become available. The

technological improvement is assumed to be a linear function of R&D time;  + ,

where  represents the initial quality of the product, and the coefficient  is the rate

at which the technological quality improves as a function of research time.

By definition firm B introduces its product at date  = ∆, where ∆ ∈ [0;∞).
Technological quality is a vertical attribute that is shared by all customers. To focus

on the interaction between R&D effort and network externalities, it is assumed that

it is not possible to upgrade technologies once they have been introduced. Changes in

network size are therefore the only channel through which product values can change.

This assumption is best met in industries where performance of a new technology would

suffer greatly from carrying such historical technological baggage or when dealing with

a ‘hard-coded’ technology.4

Let the demand side of the market be given as the unit line  ∈ [0; 1] with a uni-
form distribution of consumers with density 1. To make the analysis of the entrant’s

choice of product differentiation as clean as possible it is assumed that the incumbent

is located at  = 0. One could argue that  = 05 is a more appropriate location as

3Moreover, Doganoglu (2003) derives the conditions for the existence of a stable Markov Perfect

Equilibrium with two active firms. Doganoglu concludes that network effects must be sufficiently

weak for such equilibrium to exist.
4Katz and Shapiro (1992) note that this assumption is likely to hold in markets where it is

important to remain compatible with the existing user base. Furthermore, Regibeau and Rockett

(1996) suggest that the analysis of the problem remains essentially unchanged if introduction only

decreases the rate of technological enhancements as long as it applies to both players.
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this minimizes the average transportation cost incurred by the incumbent’s customers

during its monopoly period. As shown by Tyagi (2000), however, an incumbent op-

timally cedes the best location (that is right in the middle of the market) in favor

of a less vulnerable position when the entrant is expected to have an advantage in

production.5 Tyagi shows that as this differential increases, the incumbent will locate

further and further away from the centre perhaps even outside the market as a buffer

to profits. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the incumbent is located at one

of the extremities of the unit line. Let Ω denote the distance between the established

network and the newcomer, and a such represent the degree of product differentiation

of the two technologies; the higher Ω the more different are products. Once a location

is chosen it remains fixed throughout the game. There are several reasons why this

may be so; firms can have difficulties changing the reputation of their product, lock-in

to a certain marketing strategy, organizational inflexibility, contractual ties etc.

Similar to the Hotelling model, the distance between a buyer and a firm represents

the fit between the (horizontal) characteristics of the product and the buyer’s personal

taste. It is assumed that the reduction in customers’ willingness to pay is quadratic

in the distance traveled. Let the parameter  measure the degree of heterogeneity in

consumers’ preferences, where   0. If  = 0 then buyers would have identical tastes,

making a firm’s location choice irrelevant since buyers do not incur any travel costs.

To simplify calculations it is assumed that  ≥  to ensure that the incumbent can

profitably attract the buyer who is least inclined to buy its product even if the firm

has no network to offer. It seems reasonable to discuss this assumption; if   ,

buyers would generally be less inclined to adopt technology A especially during early

periods thus hampering the network accumulation of firm A. Faced with a competitor

of lesser value the entrant more quickly reaches the relative value it would otherwise

want leading to faster entry. One can therefore view the conclusions drawn by the

model in its present formulation as an upper bound to research effort.

The market size increases continuously because a new and uncommitted group of

buyers arrives at each moment in time. Myopia makes consumers unable to foresee

future events making their adoption decision hinge entirely on the current state of the

market. This assumption is discussed further in the next section. Moreover, consumers

5In Tyagi’s model firms have different production costs for products of identical qualities, whereas

my treatment involves identical production costs for products of different qualities. These two

approaches to value creation for the firm are technically equivalent.
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do not act strategically, an assumption consistent with each individual being small.

Once a consumer has arrived in the market he will join a network or disappear from the

economy. Joining a network makes the consumer a permanent part of the associated

network adding to its appeal to future consumers. The value of a network is a linear

function of the size of the installed base of users. Let  measure the importance

of network effects, where  ≥ 0 To ensure that the newcomer picks positive levels

of research, let  ≥  such that the technological value created during a period of

research is no smaller than the value increase experienced by the incumbent via its

network accumulation. This restricts the applicability of the model to industries where

innovation rates are sufficiently high.

Buyers have inelastic demands for one unit of technology, they are infinitely lived,

and products are infinitely durable. A firm ceasing to make positive sales remains in

the market as an option to buyers. Time is discounted by a factor , assumed to satisfy

the inequality   

Ω
in order for profits to be finite. By appropriately redefining the

discount factor one can interpret technologies as becoming obsolete with a constant

hazard rate rather than lasting indefinitely.

The population can be divided into segments allowing firms to practice third-

degree price discrimination. Think of the continuum that is the Hotelling market

as an abstraction of finely segmented markets. Competition is in prices and firms

produce at zero marginal costs,6 and it is assumed that firms do not engage in below

cost pricing. When a firm is active in the market it specifies the price charged to

each segment in the market at each point in time. For each segment along the market

competition drives the price of the less valuable technology down to cost, while the

firm sponsoring the more valuable network sets a price that just induces the buyer to

adopt.7 The markup earned by the winning firm therefore equals the excess value it

offers over the segment’s best alternative. This is what Scherer (1980, p. 315) calls

get-the-most-from-each-region, offering this example:

“Prices are persistently held higher in regions where competition is weak

than where it is strong. Thus, for many years European high-fidelity phono-

graph records were sold for less in the United States than in the countries

where they were produced.”

6An alternative interpretation is to view product qualities as the net value of technologies in excess

of any marginal production costs incurred.
7Competitive supply of technology A would not change the analysis, as neither market shares nor

the markups that firm B earns, would be any different compared to the competitive situation above.
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Since the more valuable network at each location is adopted in equilibrium, the

pivotal consumer who is indifferent between the two networks can be used as a tool

for determining network sizes. This property is useful in the next section.

Assuming away prices below marginal costs is not an entirely innocent assumption,

but several factors can limit firms’ incentives for setting prices below costs. First, the

very reason for setting low prices is to attract users to the network to gain a strategic

advantage in future competition, but if network effects are weak, the return to the

‘strategic investment’ is small. Second, heavy discounting makes future gains from

owning a network less significant. Third, strong heterogeneity in consumer tastes

makes it expensive for a firm to persuade a buyer to join his least preferred network,

while the strategic value of winning this buyer remains unchanged. Fourth, since

marginal costs are zero then prices would have to be negative. Some consumers will

therefore receive, rather than pay, money for using a given product. This is rarely

observed. From a theorist’s point of view this assumption is not ideal, but from a

practical perspective it does seem to be quite reasonable. In any case it simplifies the

model considerably and is therefore maintained.

The value of a network is assumed to be additively separable in its components.

The entrant’s choices of timing of product introduction and the level of differentiation

are key to consumers’ valuations by influencing the relative quality of technologies and

play very important roles in network formation. Moreover, a consumer’s valuation for

a network is dependent on how well the product is aligned with the buyer’s tastes.

Equations 1 and 2 show the valuation of consumer segment  at time  for networks A

and B respectively, where  denotes time elapsed since the introduction of product B:

 (∆Ω  ) = + ∆+ 

Z 

0

̃(∆Ω ) − ()2 (1)

 (∆Ω  ) =  + ∆+ 

Z 

0

(1− ̃(∆Ω )) − (Ω− )2 (2)

As firm A captures every consumer during its monopoly period, it has a network

value of ∆ after the first ∆ periods. At this point firm B enters the market and

firms will share the market according to the attributes chosen by the newcomer. The

intertemporal position of the pivotal consumer at time , denoted ̃(∆Ω ), is used

to separate the two firms’ market shares. A formal expression for ̃(∆Ω ) is derived

below. A firm’s accumulated 
R 
0
̃(∆Ω ) (plus ∆ from its monopoly period).

Similarly, the network value of firm B equals 
R 
0
(1− ̃(∆Ω )) .
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To reflect how closely a product is aligned with a consumer’s taste, let  ()
2
refer

to the cost incurred by the consumer at point  for travelling to firm A. Similarly,

 (Ω− )
2
is the cost of this consumer for travelling to firm B at position Ω.

At the very beginning of the game,  = 0, firm B decides on an introduction date,

∆, and a level of product differentiation, Ω, for its new technology to maximize present

value of profits. The solution concept is Markov perfect equilibrium. The model does

not consider mixed strategies.

3 Intertemporal changes in market shares

Since the most valuable network is adopted by each segment across the market, the

location of the pivotal agent can be utilized to separate firms’ market shares intertem-

porally as a function of the newcomer’s choice of research effort and product differ-

entiation. Let ̃ (∆Ω ) denote this transition function, which can be derived from

equations 1 and 2 as shown in Appendix A.

̃ (∆Ω ) =

∙
−  − ( − )∆− (1− Ω)Ω

2Ω

¸



Ω

 +
1

2
(3)

Equation 3 is a differential equation that separates those consumers joining net-

work A from those joining network B, such that for each  all consumers located at

  ̃ (∆Ω ) join A and all consumers at   ̃ (∆Ω ) join B. The consumer at

 = ̃ (∆Ω ) adopts either network with equal probability. Since buyers are distrib-

uted on [0; 1], the demand for network B at time  equals 1− ̃ (∆Ω ).8

The transition function shows that the diffusion path is exponential implying that

the market will tip at an ever increasing rate. This resembles the self-perpetuating

process of technological change in epidemic models. See Stoneman (2002) for a deeper

look into this literature. Unlike those models assuming homogeneous demand, this

model can support coexistence of more than one network within a time period. Em-

pirically this is consistent with network competition in many industries.

Consider some properties of the transition function. Research effort increases the

technological quality of the newcomer’s network, and the higher is demand. The

location choice, Ω, influences the entrant’s market shares in two different ways. First,

8In the pathological case in which B enters with a product of the exact same value, and at the

exact same spot as firm A, there would exist a continuum of indifferent consumers. In this case,

however, firm B would make zero profits, while every other location would result in strictly positive

profits. Thus it seems reasonable to disregard this situation.
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a lower degree of product differentiation will increase the entrant’s demand, shifting the

position of the pivotal agent towards a smaller ,9 since the network becomes more

appealing to consumers that otherwise would have joined the incumbent. Second,

less differentiated networks increase the speed of tipping, because the more similar

networks become, the smaller is the value difference needed for a customer buying

one product rather than the other. Market shares will therefore shift more easily over

time. This effect influences the firm differently dependent on whether it experiences

increasing or decreasing market shares. This drives a wedge in optimal choice of

product differentiation for two otherwise closely related industries. This is explored

further in the section on numerical simulation of the entrant’s optimal choices.

The more heterogeneous the population is the more rigid is the transition in mar-

ket shares. Greater network sizes are then needed to compensate for the increased

transportation costs and slow tipping follows. Stronger network effects influence the

entrant in two ways. It increases the value of the installed base the incumbent builds

during its monopoly period, which makes it more difficult for the entrant to introduce

a dominant product. Also it makes markets tip faster.

Given the chosen strategy pair (∆Ω) the industry can evolve in one of five general

trajectories. Formal conditions characterizing each case are identified using equation

3. Figure 1 illustrates possible transition paths of intertemporal demands.

Figure 1

¥ A new technology that is considered superior by every consumer can capture the

entire market immediately upon its introduction. By the same token the incum-

9This holds only as long as the new network is more valuable to the segment most in favor of it

in comparison to the established network.
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bent’s network becomes obsolete over night. In this case equation 3 must satisfy

̃(∆Ω 0) ≤ 0. Denote strategy pairs for which this condition holds as belonging to
area I. Strong technological progress and/or low heterogeneity in consumers’ prefer-

ences makes this situation most likely to occur. One example is industry for computer

processors; as a faster processor is introduced the market for the old kind will quickly

vanish.

¥ Let area II represent situations where the new network is unable to capture every

buyer right away, but is sufficiently valuable to attract more than half the market, such

that ̃ (∆Ω 0) ∈ ¡0; 1
2

¢
holds. Since network size is the only factor that changes the

relative values of the two products, this market will tip in favor of network B. Define

the time period in which network A is preempted as 1. This is calculated by setting

̃ (∆Ω ) = 0 and solving for  resulting in 1 = ln
³

−Ω
[−−(−)∆−(1−Ω)Ω]

´
Ω

. It is

intuitively appealing that a new technology does not capture all demand immediately

on arrival, and only with time grows strong enough to become the industry-wide

standard. This is consistent with competition in many real world network markets,

for instance the classical VCR standards war between VHS and Betamax formats. See

Cusumano et al. (1992) for a thorough look into one of the most famous battles of

business history. Collectively areas I and II represent ‘winning’ new technologies.

¥ Suppose that (∆Ω) is such that the market is evenly split at the outset of duopoly.

In this situation both firms grow at the exact same pace and networks remain equally

valuable through future periods. Let area III characterize this stalemate, with demands

described by ̃ (∆Ω ) = 1
2
for all .

¥ Empirically, far from every new technology ends up dominant in their industry.

Area IV consists of strategy pairs satisfying ̃ (∆Ω 0) ∈ ¡1
2
; 1
¤
. As the newcomer

captures less than half the consumers initially it grows more slowly than the incumbent.

Formally, the newcomer is preempted at 2 = ln
³

Ω
−−(−)∆−(1−Ω)Ω

´
Ω

found by

isolating  in ̃ (∆Ω ) = 1. Such networks can be thought of as ‘losing’ in the sense

that the technological improvement they offer is only enough to be appealing to a

niche in the market and will therefore never become the market-wide standard.

Even though the CD was introduced in 1982 it has been able to fight off competing

standards such as the MiniDisc, which arguably has ten years of additional R&D

activity built into it (introduced 1992). The benefits of the MiniDisc are its smaller

size, practical when running, the capability to create a ‘mixed tape’ on the rewritable

discs, and that music can be transferred from CDs to MiniDiscs. These improvements
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are nice but not sufficient for consumers to abandon the CD. Another example is

the standard competition in keyboard layouts fought by the Dvorak and QWERTY

systems. I return to this example in a later section.

¥ The last possible situation arises if the newcomer is unable to develop a product

that exceeds the value of the established network, in which case the firm will never be

adopted by anyone. Area V in figure 2 denotes those strategy pairs for which it holds

that ̃ (∆Ω )  1 for all .

Table 1 shows the conditions characterizing areas I-V. Figure 2 shows the combi-

nations of (∆Ω) that will result in outcomes belonging to each of the areas.

Table 1 Figure 2

Buyers are assumed to hold myopic expectations. Naturally, this is an extreme as-

sumption and therefore deserves some discussion. When a consumer only uses past

and present information as basis for his adoption decision, he will not fully appreciate

the direction of movement of a company’s market share. As such the buyer may join

a network today, but regret this decision tomorrow if he could do it over again. With

perfect foresight on the other hand the future evolution of the industry is taken into

account. A consumer with perfect foresight will be inclined to jump on the bandwagon

of networks on the rise which may be small today but dominant in the future. The

consumer may also be reluctant to join a loosing network anticipating that it will have

relatively less to offer in terms of additional network benefits. I would therefore expect

the market to tip faster under perfect foresight in comparison to myopic expectations.

Perfect foresight has been criticized for being too demanding on consumers’ ca-

pabilities as they would have to anticipate all relevant future events, such as firms’

choices of product introduction strategies, as well as make the correct inference on
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the adoption decision of his fellow adopters. So while myopia is surely too simplifying

an assumption, perfect foresight is too sophisticated, and the true speed of tipping

probably lies somewhere in between these two extreme benchmarks.

A reconciliation of mymodel with perfect foresight is possible, however, by changing

the interpretation of some of its elements. By assuming that consumers only live for a

single period, a buyer with perfect foresight adopts the same technology as his infinitely

lived counterpart currently does in this model. This leaves market shares unchanged.

But since consumers will now disappear from the model, network effects should also

be reinterpreted. One may think of network effects as being the accumulated supply of

complementary goods available to a technology, where the provision of complementary

goods increases each period with the technology’s sales. In this case the value of a

technology retains a permanent effect of its past sales even though consumers die.

4 Reducing the set of potential entry strategies

The natural strategy at this point would be to set up firm B’s profit maximization

problem and find the optimal solutions of timing and level of product differentiation.

Due to the complexity of the problem, however, it is only possible to get analytical

solutions for the three situations in which market shares do not evolve over time

(areas I, III, and V). This is unfortunate because the problem cannot be solved for

the more interesting cases where market shares shift intertemporally (areas II and

IV). To overcome this problem the globally optimal choices of the entrant are solved

numerically, which I will return to in section 5.

However, it is possible to draw some conclusions on the behavior of firm B with-

out solving its profit maximization problem. While firm B is free to choose any pair

(∆Ω) it desires, some combinations will never be chosen in equilibrium, as they pro-

duce present value profits that are smaller than some other combination that could

have been chosen at no extra cost: Only research, ∆, is costly for the newcomer, as

developing a product of higher quality requires more research time. On the other hand

there is no cost associated with the choice of product differentiation, Ω; there is no dif-

ference between developing a product that is a close substitute for the incumbent and

developing a more highly differentiated product. Taking ∆ as given one can compare

the entrant’s present value profits resulting from different choices of product differen-

tiation. If one can show that for a fixed level of research some location yields both
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a lower initial market share and lower revenues in all future periods than some other

location that could have been chosen at the same cost, the former location is inferior

in terms of the level of present value profits and should therefore never be chosen by

the newcomer.

More specifically, the profitability of some strategy (∆Ω) boils down to a consid-

eration of the size of market shares and per period profits. The transition function in

equation 3 showed that the initial market share determines all future market shares in

a deterministic way. A strategy that involves a higher initial market share than some

other strategy also yields higher market shares in future periods. This holds whether

market shares increase or decrease over time.

The newcomer’s location choice also affects its markup in every period. Since

the market can be segmented a firm can soak up the excess value it offers over the

consumer’s best alternative through its price. The newcomer is therefore interested in

choosing a location that minimizes the average loss to transportation over time (for

those consumers joining its network) in order to command higher prices and maximize

profits.

In the following I derive both a minimum and a maximum boundary on product

differentiation that the newcomer should play as a function of the relative values of

the two competing technologies. The minimum boundary is denoted Ω in general

and refers to the collection of ΩΩ(1), and Ω(2) derived below. Likewise, the

maximum boundary is denoted Ω and refers to the collection of ΩΩ(1) and

Ω(2). These boundaries outline the technological designs consistent with profit

maximizing behavior in network industries. As such they help predict what future

product introductions will bring.

To give a sense of the boundaries derived below, figure 3 illustrates the set of

potential equilibria remaining after elimination. The thick lines represent the outer

boundaries to the surviving strategy pairs.
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Figure 3

The formal values of networks are given by the value functions in equations 1 and 2.

The analysis below does not employ these equations directly but derive its conclusions

using the properties that value functions are concave in  and downward sloping around

the location of the firm.

¥ The maximal level of product differentiation is negatively related to research time

for strategy pairs belonging to areas II and III. Figure 4 illustrates competition in the

first period of the duopoly ( = 0).

Figure 4

Compare two potential strategy pairs that have the same amount of research but dif-

ferent levels of product differentiation, namely (∆̄ Ω̄) and (∆̄ Ω̌) where Ω̄  Ω̌. By

choosing (∆̄ Ω̄) the value function has its apex at point B in figure 4. Likewise, the

value function from choosing (∆̄ Ω̌) attains its apex at point J. The incumbent’s value
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function is represented by the thick line running through points E and F. Furthermore,

the combination (∆̄ Ω̄) satisfies the equality Ω̄ = ̃
¡
∆̄ Ω̄ 0

¢
+

1−̃(∆̄Ω̄0)
2

. This partic-

ular relationship makes the newcomer locate directly in the middle of the part of the

market it serves in the first period of duopoly competition. This location maximizes

the newcomer’s revenue during this period. Since the combination (∆̄ Ω̄) belongs to

either area II or III by assumption, the newcomer’s market shares in future periods are

nondecreasing. For this reason the revenue maximizing location in each future period

will be no greater than Ω̄.

I will now argue that
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
leads to present value profits that dominate those of

(∆̄ Ω̌).

First, since value functions are downward sloping there is a business stealing effect

of moving closer to the competitor, as this increase the newcomer’s appeal to consumers

otherwise inclined to adopt the incumbent’s network. Since Ω̄  Ω̌ then ̃(∆̄ Ω̄ 0) 

̃(∆̄ Ω̌ 0). This shows that
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
results in a higher market shares than (∆̄ Ω̌) does.

Second, higher market shares today lead to higher market shares in future periods.

The markups earned under (∆̄ Ω̄) exceed those of (∆̄ Ω̌) by an area correspond-

ing to BCDFEAB. On the other hand, (∆̄ Ω̌) has an excess value corresponding to

the area JGHCJ. Since value functions are symmetric around firms’ locations, area

BCDAB mirrors to area JGHCJ through an imaginary vertical axis through point

C. Choosing (∆̄ Ω̄) therefore leaves firm B with an additional profit equal to area

ADFEA, establishing that (∆̄ Ω̄) yields higher profits at least during the first period.

What happens in the ensuing periods? By construction, all strategy pairs belonging to

areas II and III lead to nondecreasing market shares for network B, and since Ω̄  Ω̌

then the former does at least as good a job of maximizing revenues in all future periods

also. In conclusion, (∆̄ Ω̄) leads to strictly higher markups than (∆̄ Ω̌) in all current

and future periods.

The equation describing the formal relationship between ∆̄ and Ω̄ making up this

boundary is derived in Appendix B. The result is reported in equation 4:

Ω(1) =
1

3
+

µ
1

9
+

−  − ( − )∆

3

¶ 1
2

(4)

The greater the research effort the higher is the quality of the network. Higher quality

makes the network appeal to a wider range of consumers in the market, and to accom-

modate this new demand, the firm has an incentive to move closer to the incumbent
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to reduce the average loss due to transportation costs incurred by its buyers. Given

some ∆ satisfying + ∆− ¡ 3
16

¢
 ≤  + ∆ ≤ + ∆+ 

4
then all Ω ∈ ¡Ω(1); 1

¤
are excluded from the set of potential profit maximizing strategy pairs.

¥ Similar arguments do not, however, apply in area IV where network B experiences

declining market shares. While it remains true that Ω̄ yields higher market shares

today and in the future, it is no longer certain that markups are higher in all future

periods; as market shares decline the firmmay be able to earn higher markups at some

point in time by choosing a greater level of product differentiation than Ω̄. Without the

aid of more sophisticated analysis, one cannot rule out the possibility that the entrant

chooses the maximal level of differentiation. Therefore define the boundaryΩ(2) = 1

applicable when relative qualities satisfy + ∆−  ≤  + ∆  + ∆− ¡ 3
16

¢
.

¥ Strategy pairs belonging to area I allow the newcomer to capture the entire market

immediately upon arrival. In this case it is possible to derive the analytical solution

to the problem since market shares remain constant over time. See derivation in

Appendix B.

Ω∗ =
1

2
and ∆∗ =

−  − 
4

 − 
+
( − 2)
( − )

(5)

It is not surprising to find that the profit-maximizing location is right in the middle of

the market as this is the location that minimizes average transportation cost. Given

this location choice, research must satisfy  + ∆  + ∆+ 
4
for the strategy pair

to belong to area I.

The research effort reflects the balance between the loss of remaining an outsider

to the market for another period, −+ 
4
+(−)∆, versus the present value of the

net gain for an additional period of research, −2

. The term 

4
is the average travel

expense saved10 for consumers across the market for joining network B at  = 1
2
rather

than joining network A at  = 0. This can be interpreted as the newcomer’s gain

from its ability to product differentiate. The stronger heterogeneity in consumers’

preferences get, the higher  is, the faster does the new network enter the market,

since this increases the potential loss for remaining an outsider to the market but

leaves the value of further research unaffected. Even though heterogeneity does not

affect competition in area I directly via market shares, it does add a new channel of

10Average travel costs when A covers the market are
R 1
0
()2 = 

3
. Average travel costs when

B covers the market and locates at Ω = 1
2
are

R 1
0

¡
1
2
− 

¢2
 = 

12
. The difference equals 

4
.
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profits that is not captured by models with identical consumers, which has implication

for research time.

¥ In area V the quality of network B is so low that even under maximal differentiation

the firm is not adopted by anyone in equilibrium. For this to hold formally, research

must satisfy the condition  + ∆   + ∆ − . In this case optimal location is a

matter of definition.

Proposition 1 summarizes the findings on the reduced set of potential entry strate-

gies so far, which are illustrated as the collection of the boundaries Ω, Ω(1), and

Ω(2) in figure 3.

Proposition 1. If  + ∆ −  ≤  + ∆, then ∆ has a nonpositive

relationship with Ω.

Proposition 1 states that higher research effort generally leads to a reduction in

the maximal feasible level of product differentiation. In other words, the higher the

technological quality embedded in the newcomer’s product, the lower is the upper

boundary to product differentiation.

Having derived the boundaries to maximum product differentiation, the next part

of this section considers the minimum boundaries to product differentiation.

¥ The minimum level of product differentiation is decreasing in research time for all

strategy pairs belonging to areas IV, III, and II. To see this, consider the two candidate

strategy pairs
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
and (∆̄ Ω̂), where Ω̄  Ω̂, and compare market shares and profits

they produce. Figure 5 illustrates the first period of duopoly competition under the

two potential strategy pairs. The value functions resulting from
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
and (∆̄ Ω̂)

have apices at A and G respectively. The incumbent’s value function is represented

by the thick line along AED.
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Figure 5

Let
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
satisfy the equality ̃

¡
∆̄ Ω̄ 0

¢
= Ω̄ such that network B initially is located

at the same address as the pivotal agent; it wins no one to the left but everybody

to the right. Since
³
∆̄ Ω̂

´
involves a less differentiated product but has the same

intrinsic quality as
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
, the newcomer cannot win over the die-hard fans of network

A that lives at Ω̂.11 In this situation, the newcomer will appeal the most to a group

of consumers who like the incumbent’s product better.

Since value functions are downward sloping then ̃
¡
∆̄ Ω̄ 0

¢
 ̃(∆̄ Ω̂ 0). The

entrant receives a higher market share today by locating at Ω̄ rather than at Ω̂, and

by the same arguments as made above, all future market shares are higher as well.

Consider the effect of location on markups. During the initial period the profit

made under
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
equals ABCDEA, which is greater than the profit resulting from

(∆̄ Ω̂), namely ECDE, since value functions are downward sloping. Furthermore, prof-

its in all future periods under
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
are also higher than they would have been under

(∆̄ Ω̂) no matter whether the entrant’s market shares increase or decrease intertem-

porally: If market shares are increasing under
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
then it must be the case that

Ω̄  1
2
(by the assumption that ̃

¡
∆̄ Ω̄ 0

¢
= Ω̄). Observing that the location that

minimizes the average loss to transportation can never be smaller than  = 1
2
, then

choosing Ω̂ rather than Ω̄ puts the firm in a less favorable position to earn revenues

since Ω̂  Ω̄  1
2
. If market shares are decreasing then the location that should be

chosen to maximize markups at each point in time will be higher and higher, but since

11Yet, by the concavity of value functions it is possible that B will win some segments that dislike

network A a lot.
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Ω̂  Ω̄ the firm is strictly better off choosing Ω̄ rather than Ω̂ in each period.

The relationship between timing and location that satisfies the definition of strategy

pairs
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
, that is ̃

¡
∆̄ Ω̄ 0

¢
= Ω̄, can be derived from the transition function in

equation 3. See Appendix B. The result is as follows:

Ω(2) =

∙
−  − ( − )∆



¸ 1
2

(6)

Equation 6 shows the relationship between research time and the minimal, feasible level

of product differentiation. For research levels satisfying +∆− ≤ +∆ ≤ +∆

then all Ω ∈ £0;Ω(2)

¢
should not be chosen in equilibrium since they are dominated

by another strategy pair that yields higher market shares as well as higher markups,

which could have been chosen for the same research effort. The intuition behind this

result is that an entrant with a relatively poor product should not aim for a strategy

of low product differentiation; doing so would make B offer the most value to buyers

it cannot win because they have a strong preference for A. At the same time the

firm would fail to capitalize on those buyers not much in favor of A as they would

incur high travel costs to reach B. Instead it serves the entrant better to focus on

minimizing travel costs for the segment of the market that has tastes very different

from A’s product.

¥ Consider the situation in which B possesses a technology that is of a sufficiently

high quality to take over the entire market provided that the firm is willing to in-

troduce a product sufficiently close to the incumbent’s technology. The problem of

this business-stealing strategy is naturally that low differentiation is synonymous with

low markups. So while the entrant wants to have a high market share, there is no

reason to locate closer to the incumbent than needed to just cover the entire mar-

ket. We are therefore interested in identifying the connection between ∆ and Ω which

just makes every consumer segment across the market adopt network B in equilibrium

immediately upon introduction. Rather than deriving the relationship in the usual

way, we can exploit the condition in table 1 that separates areas I and II, namely

−  − ( − )∆+ Ω2 = 0. Rewrite to get

Ω(1) =

µ
−−  − ( − )∆



¶ 1
2

(7)

For all ∆ satisfying  + ∆   + ∆ ≤  + ∆ + 
4
then all Ω ∈ £0;Ω(1)

¢
are

wasteful because these locations only lead to lower markups, but no gain through
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higher market shares.

Proposition 2 summarizes our knowledge on the relationship between ∆ and Ω

as illustrated by boundaries Ω(2), Ω(1), and Ω in figure 3.

Proposition 2. If + ∆−  ≤  + ∆ ≤ + ∆, then ∆ is negatively

related to Ω. If  + ∆   + ∆, then ∆ is nonnegatively related to

Ω.

In words, as long as the relative value of the newcomer’s product is small, higher

research effort leads to a reduction in the minimum feasible level of product differen-

tiation. On the other hand, a new product of relatively high quality, then additional

research leads to an increase in minimum feasible level of product differentiation.

In conclusion, it has been shown that there exist both a minimum boundary and a

maximum boundary on the entrant’s choice of product differentiation given its choice

of research effort. Taken together, these boundaries outline the equilibria one can

expect the entrant to choose, and as such point towards the general characteristics

that a future network will possess.

5 Numerical results

Having derived the set of potential equilibria, this section analyzes the tensions that

go into optimizing behavior of the entrant in more detail. Numerical computations

can extend the analysis from section 4 to determine the precise global solution (∆Ω)

to the entrant’s problem in a particular market. By means of numerical integration

the entrant’s present value profits across a two-dimensional space spanned by the

endogenous choice variables are calculated for an industry  described by the set of

parameters,  ≡ {     }. Naturally, this sort of analysis can never represent
the model in a general way, but it does give a taste of the entrant’s problem and the

mechanisms behind its choices. Table 2 reports the globally optimal strategy pairs

for a specific industry characterized by the parameter set  = {− 025 4 0 4 02}
allowing for a range of different technological improvement rates in order to illustrate

how optimal choices change with the market. In addition, by changing  one also

changes the newcomer’s net cost of research ( − ) as well. Figure 6 illustrates such

a sequence of equilibria which I will refer to as the ‘equilibrium path’.
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Table 2 Figure 6

The entrant’s choices under incompatible standards display two interesting features

resulting from network effects. A) Location choices for winning technologies are

backward-bent. B) The entrant’s optimal choices display a discontinuity.

The first feature to observe is that the newcomer’s equilibrium choices of research

and location are backward-bent for winning technologies as the parameterization of

the industry becomes increasingly favorable. See point A in figure 6. Consider first a

situation where the return to research effort is relatively small, the entrant’s incentive

to do research is somewhat limited and the resulting level of product differentiation

is high. If, for example, the technological improvement rate increases then research

becomes more attractive and the newcomer will want to enter the industry with a more

valuable product. To ease the burden of preempting the established firm, a smaller

level of product differentiation is chosen to cut into current and future network sizes

of firm A as well as increase the speed of tipping. Yet there is an upper limit to

this business stealing effect, as increasingly higher quality levels make for increasingly

faster preemption of the established network. And as preemption moves closer, the

newcomer becomes increasingly interested in choosing a level of product differentiation

that puts it in a good spot with respect to revenues in future periods. As a matter

of course the newcomer’s profit maximizing location moves towards  = 1
2
from the

left. Taken together, network effects make the optimal strategy pairs a backward-bent

shape for a range of different industries, but only as long as there are network effects

present; absent network effects the newcomer would not have the incentive to stray

from the position that maximizes markups in order to steal market shares, and there
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would be no kink in the optimal in optimal location choices.

The second feature shows that for a ‘continuous’ change in the parameterization of

the industry, the newcomer’s equilibrium path exhibits a discontinuity.12 Thus, there

exists a pivotal parameterization that produces two separate strategy pairs yielding

the same level of present value profits. The discontinuity can be seen in table 2 at

 = 03872 where the optimal research time jumps from 16.2 to 24.8, and the optimal

location shifts from 0.83 to 0.44. In figure 6 1 and 2 illustrate such two equilibria.

Everywhere else a small change in a parameter leads to a correspondingly small change

in the equilibrium. As discussed in relation to the transition function in equation 3,

lower product differentiation increases both initial demand and speed of tipping. The

discontinuity emerges because the newcomer experiences the effect of more speedily

tipping differently depending on whether it sponsors a winning or loosing technology.

The optimal level of product differentiation is therefore lower for winning technologies,

which as a result have higher market shares. If the firm can sell its product to more

people, there is a higher return to the research investment, which naturally propels

the research effort. For loosing products, on the other hand, increased speed of tipping

is undesirable since it leads to faster preemption. Thus, the optimal level of product

differentiation is higher for loosing technologies. And a low market share reduces

the entrant’s incentive to do research, because smaller demand reduces the scope of

returns to R&D. Without network effects the market does not tip and there would

be no such discontinuity. The result is that around this pivotal parameterization the

newcomer will choose between a strategy of a small research effort and high product

differentiation or a strategy of greater research effort and a lesser degree of product

differentiation. One should therefore expect to observe one of two network types.

The first type is networks of high quality with broad appeal to the market. These

networks will, at least with time, become adopted by all consumers. The other type of

network is more highly differentiated with less build-in quality. By targeting a niche

the sponsoring firm can secure reasonable profits in the short run but must at the

same recognize that this decision seals its own faith.

Examples of better quality technologies having dethroned established goods are

plentiful in the literature and a few have already been mentioned in this paper as

well. However, I find it more interesting to consider some of those cases where a

12In the example given in table 2 it is the rate of technological progress that changes, but the

feature can be derived from changes to the other parameters as well.
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new technology has not been able to reach the critical mass needed in order to be-

come dominant. One example is the standards war in keyboard layouts between the

QWERTY (designed in the 1860s13) and Dvorak systems (patented in 1936) compet-

ing along such dimensions as speed of typing and ergonomics. The Dvorak system is

designed to minimize finger movement, while QWERTY originates from minimization

of the number of jams by the hammers on a typewriter. There has been much discus-

sion about the efficiency of Dvorak in comparison to QWERTY. David (1985) argues

that Dvorak is in fact superior, while Liebowitz and Margolis (1990) present evidence

to the contrary. Liebowitz and Margolis also dispute the alleged ergonomic benefits of

the Dvorak system referring to studies in the ergonomics literature. Whether or not

Dvorak is in fact a superior system this is evidence towards the difference in techno-

logical qualities being rather limited. The present model implies that the entrant (in

this case the Dvorak system) should pursue a strategy of high differentiation. Since

only the A and M keys are placed at identical spots on the two layouts14 this seems

to be the case.

If one believes that Dvorak is a major improvement then this example illustrates

a failure to recognize that a lower degree of product differentiation would be needed

to achieve the critical mass of users to get the bandwagon rolling in its favor. For

instance the level of differentiation could be reduced by maintaining the position of

the keys in the lower left hand section of the board that accesses many macros, such

as ‘copy’, ‘paste’, ‘select all’ familiar to many users of the QWERTY system.

6 Conclusions

This paper has studied the connection between a newcomer’s choice of technological

quality and product differentiation in competition against an established network. The

inclusion of heterogeneity on the demand side allows the model to gain insight into the

diffusion of networks, and how the fight for market shares influences product design.

Comparing revenues and demands of different strategies I have been able to elim-

inate some strategies that cannot be part of equilibrium. This analysis is therefore

useful in making predictions on what should be expected from future technologies.

13During the first decades of the QWERTY standard’s lifetime, several minor changes were made

to the individual key’s placements. It is therefore difficult to pinpoint the exact introduction time.

The current layout is accredited by Liebowitz and Margolis (1990) to Christopher Sholes.
14See Shy (2001, p. 43) for an illustration of both layouts.
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Moreover, numerical computations reveal that new networks will in general be of ei-

ther high quality with broad appeal in the market or low quality niche products.

Returning to the issue of consumer expectations, forward looking buyers will be

more hesitant to adopt a loosing network than their myopic counterparts. This will

limit the opportunities to enter with a fringe product. If one were to assume a fixed

cost of development this would further limit the scope of introduction of such networks.

On the other hand, the marginal value of additional users may decline as the network

grows. A consumer may therefore want to adopt a product that is closely aligned with

her taste even though its network is small and grows more slowly than other networks.

This alludes to the survival, even in the long run, by a small network as long as it

achieves some critical mass of users. The Mac speaks for the case that niche products

can survive and thrive in the face of a greater opponent.
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Appendix A

Equate utilities  (∆Ω  ) to  (∆Ω  ) in equations 1 and 2 to find the location of

the indifferent buyer in the duopoly as a function of time

̃ (∆Ω ) =
−  − ( − )∆+ Ω2 − + 2

R 
0
̃ (∆Ω ) 

2Ω

Define  ≡ −  − ( − )∆+ Ω2 and  ≡ 2Ω to get

̃(∆Ω ) =



− 


+

2
R 
0
̃ (∆Ω ) 


(8)

Apply Leibniz formula for differentiation of integrals to calculate
̃(∆Ω)


.

̃ (∆Ω )


= − 


+
2


̃ (∆Ω )

The general solution to this differential equation is

̃ (∆Ω ) =(
2


) +

1

2
(9)

where  is an unknown constant. The particular solution is obtained using the initial

condition that firm B has accumulated no network immediately upon entry. Thus, at  = 0,

equation 8 becomes

̃(∆Ω 0) =



− 


(0) +

2
R 0
0
̃ (∆Ω ) 



where
R 0
0
̃ (∆Ω )  = 0 by construction of the integral. Thus ̃ (∆Ω 0) = 


 Equating

this to equation 9 evaluated at  = 0 gives  = [

− 1

2
]. Inserting  into equation 9 gives

̃ (∆Ω ) = [

− 1

2
]

2


 + 1

2
. Plugging back  and  and rewrite to get the transition

function in equation 3.

̃ (∆Ω ) =

∙
−  − ( − )∆− (1−Ω)Ω

2Ω

¸




Ω
 +

1

2

Appendix B

¥ Solving the problem in area I

Area I represents the situation where the entrant wins every consumer on  ∈ [0; 1] in the
duopoly for all  ≥ 0. As discussed in the setup the winning firm sets a price for each

segment equal to the excess value it can offer over the best alternative. The price is derived

from the difference between equation 2 and 1 using the property that ̃ (∆Ω ) = 0 for

all  ≥ 0. The resulting price is  =  −  + ( − )∆ −  (Ω)2 + 2Ω + . Integrate

over all locations in the market  ∈ [0 1] and all  ≥ 0. Discount back ∆ periods to get

 (∆Ω) = −∆
R∞
0

R 1
0

¡

¢
−. With some calculus the present value profits can be

rewritten as  = 1

−∆

¡


− (−  − ( − )∆− (1−Ω)Ω)¢. Constrained maximization

subject to conditions  −  − ( − )∆ + Ω2  0 (this condition restricts attention to

strategy pairs in area I) and Ω ∈ [0; 1], one finds that the optimal solutions to the Kuhn-
Tucker problem is
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Ω∗ =
1

2
and ∆∗ =

−  − 
4

 − 
+
( − 2)
( − )

¥ Boundary Ω(1)

The strategy pair
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
satisfies the equality Ω̄ = ̃

¡
∆̄ Ω̄ 0

¢
+

1−̃(∆̄Ω̄0)
2

. Rewrite as

2Ω̄− 1 = ̃
¡
∆̄ Ω̄ 0

¢
. Insert equation 3 evaluated at  = 0 to get the functional form for the

relationship between ∆̄ and Ω̄:

2Ω̄− 1 =
h
−−(−)∆̄−(1−Ω̄)Ω̄

2Ω̄

i
+ 1

2

⇔ 3Ω̄2 − 2Ω̄− £−  − ( − )∆̄
¤
= 0

Solve the second-degree polynomial for Ω̄ to get the relevant solution

Ω̄ =
1

3
+

µ
1

9
+

−  − ( − ) ∆̄

3

¶ 1

2

≡ Ω(1)

This solution is relevant in areas II and III only. Thus, given the above relationship ∆ must

satisfy + ∆+ 
4
  + ∆ ≥ + ∆− ¡ 3

16

¢
.

¥ Boundary Ω(2)

The strategy pair
¡
∆̄ Ω̄

¢
satisfies the equality Ω̄ = ̃

¡
∆̄ Ω̄ 0

¢
. Use equation 3 evaluated at

 = 0 to find the functional form for the relationship between ∆̄ and Ω̄.

Ω̄ =

∙
−  − ( − )∆̄− (1− Ω̄)Ω̄

2Ω̄

¸
+
1

2

Isolate Ω̄ to get

Ω̄ =

∙
−  − ( − )∆̄



¸ 1

2

≡ Ω(2)

This solution holds for + ∆ ≥  + ∆ ≥ + ∆−  for Ω̄ ∈ [0; 1].
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Figure 1: Trajectories of intertemporal demands under areas I-V.

Figure 2: Combinations of quality and location of the five areas.

Figure 3: The region of potential equilibria.

Figure 4: Illustration of argument behind Ω(1).

Figure 5: Illustration of argument behind Ω(2).

Figure 6: Illustration of the entrant’s equilibrium path.

Table 1: Conditions characterizing areas I-V.

Table 2: Optimal choices of ∆ and Ω in different industries.
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1 Introduction

“Even the most casual observer cannot escape noticing the invigorating

effect rivalry commonly has on industrial firms’ research and development

efforts.”

Opening sentence of Scherer (1967).

This paper studies the relationship between popularity of firms and their time

to market strategies in an emerging market characterized by word of mouth effects.

In many situations social interaction between consumers promotes the diffusion of

product information, creating a dependency between the adoption choice of an early

consumer onto a later buyer’s preference. In this environment two competing firms

of unequal popularity must simultaneously commit to a time to market strategy for

a product line extension of their existing brand. Solving for the unique subgame

perfect equilibria that exist in different markets shows how the entry game influences

industrial structure. Further, this leads to conclusions on whether one should expect

firm dominance to be increasing or decreasing. The model also considers the welfare

effects of pre-ordering slowly introduced products that are introduced to the market

late.

Suppose that there exist two firms, A and B, both sponsoring a product for which

each consumer type holds an affinity towards one or the other. A consumer can

therefore be considered as being fan or nonfan of a product. Such taste differences

can be attributed to branding as buyers will often identify with a brand’s values and

ideas, like the image, and feel a sense of loyalty towards the goods. In the larger

picture this has to do with a brand’s reputation, success of advertising campaign, and

public perception. Alternatively, switching from a familiar to an unfamiliar product

may be associated with learning costs, or the consumption value may be uncertain, in

particular when considering experience goods. The fashion industry is a good example

of the sort of market where this model applies. Major fashion houses such as Chanel,

Dior, and Versace each have their own style and image, and have all branched out

from production of clothes into other industries like perfume, luggage, and watches.

Needless to say, the line extensions benefit from the association with the original

brand; if this was not the case firms would have started production under a different

brand name. Coca-Cola and Pepsi extending their product lines with diet and vanilla

flavors is another example. It is therefore interesting to investigate how popularity
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of a brand affects product line extensions, and how strategic considerations between

brands impact timing of product introduction.

Consumption externalities make the brand adopted in the first of the two stages

of competition more likely to appeal to a later buyer. In other words, the adoption

decision of the earlycomer feeds into the distribution from which consumer types are

drawn at stage 2. In the marketing literature this is often referred to as word of mouth

communication, while economists typically refer to such behavior as fashion or herding

effects. Though I am an economist by trade, I will use the marketing term as it better

fits the model’s line of thought. Dye (2000) reports that approximately 67% of the

U.S. economy is affected by word of mouth effects, speaking its clear language of the

significance of this phenomenon. This highlights the importance of getting a thorough

grasp on the impact of word of mouth communication on product introduction, as

this will impact the structure of the industry and the performance of the market as a

whole. Yet I do not know of any paper that has modeled this relationship in a formal

way.

As suggested by the name, word of mouth effects typically refer to verbal commu-

nication from one person to another working as a social network effect, but apply to

communication in general. As most of the literature considers only recommendation

of goods I will adhere to this as well.1 In addition, peer reviews are likely less biased

than a producer’s own advertising. Dye (2000) finds that among other industries, toys,

broadcasting, amusement, and fashion are largely driven by buzz, while electronics,

pharmaceuticals, and food and drink are less influenced. Oil, gas, and insurance are

almost immune to word of mouth. Ellison and Fudenberg (1995) describe how people

often rely on the experience of others in their own decision making, as it may be both

costly and time consuming to acquire information, especially when decisions must be

made frequently:

“Economic agents must often make decisions without knowing the costs

and benefits of the possible choices. Given the frequency with which such

situations arise, it is understandable that agents often choose not to per-

form studies or experiments, but instead rely on whatever information they

have obtained via casual word of mouth communication. Reliance on this

1Knowing where not to go is also valuable information. One can think of situations where a bad

experience of one customer has a negative influence on a firm’s future sales. Yelp.com is a site devoted

to consumers’ reviews of restaurants, shops, night life etc. whether good or bad.
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sort of easily obtained information appears to be common in circumstances

ranging from consumers choosing restaurants or auto mechanics to business

managers evaluating alternative organizational structures.”

When Google introduced its web-based e-mail client Gmail in April 2004, promo-

tion was almost exclusively driven by word of mouth communication. Google’s tactic

was to give Gmail accounts to a number of ‘power users’, who all had five invitations to

give away at their own discretion. Each new account holder could give away five new

accounts and so on. By limiting the supply Google managed to create a lot of buzz

around Gmail.2 The e-mail industry is also subject to another sort of word of mouth

communication called viral marketing; small ads automatically attached to outgoing

e-mails, among others used by Hotmail and Yahoo!, exploit users’ social networks to

increase brand awareness.

A multitude of articles have considered the question of whether firms with high

market power have a tendency to increase their dominant position through new prod-

uct development. Notable front-runners in this literature are Gilbert and Newbery

(1982), who demonstrate how an incumbent can maintain its dominant position in a

market with potential entry, and Budd, Harris, and Vickers (1993) providing condi-

tions for which a dominant firm increases its lead in a duopoly. Common to this strand

of literature is the efficiency effect illustrating how firms with high market power have

greater incentives to maintain this power than smaller firms have to capture it. As a

matter of course the industry structure moves in the direction of higher total industry

profits, making dominant brands consolidate their positions further. This result has

great implications for future competition and effectiveness of markets. The present

model derives a similar conclusion on increasing firm dominance but with the impor-

tant difference that total industry profits are independent of firm size. As such the

model applies to emerging industries not presently explained by existing models, and

I believe that this result offers new insight into the literature on endogenous timing

of product introduction. This offers a new rationale for why it is usually Big Pharma

that introduces novel product categories to the market, like erectile dysfunction drugs

(Pfizer, Viagra) and antidepressants (Eli Lilly, Prozac), while smaller players often

choose to invent around patents or produce generic versions of the drugs once patents

2In fact, interest in Gmail was so high that invitations were sold at around $60 on eBay (see

http://www.wired.com/culture/lifestyle/news/2004/05/63524). As of February 2007, it has been

possible to create a Gmail account directly on the homepage without an invitation.
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expire.

A related increasing dominance result is found by Cabral (2002), who focuses on

firms’ strategic choices of covariance in R&D strategies when playing an infinite horizon

game of product improvement. Cabral shows that an inferior firm has an incentive to

differentiate itself from a dominant opponent, even though this entails choosing a less

promising R&D path. In expected terms the dominant firm moves the most up the

quality ladder strengthening its position further.

Another issue tackled by the literature is the effect of pre-innovation rents on

the incentives to do R&D. In general, a firm with high market power has less of an

incentive to innovate due to the cannibalization of its existing profit streams. This

is known as the replacement effect and it implies a decrease in market power of the

dominant firm. This model identifies a similar effect but departs from a different

standpoint. The asymmetry in the distribution of popularity creates a wedge in the

two brands’ strategic entry decisions, in which the inferior firm has more to gain from

being first-mover while the dominant firm has more to loose from being second-mover.

This affects strategies played and the way industry structure should be expected to

develop. As markets are emerging by assumption there can be no preexisting rents to

cannibalize, and for this reason decreasing dominance must be the result of something

else. The model offers an explanation as to why several dominant firms, among those

IBM, turned down the idea of developing the world’s first commercial photocopier

when approached by the technology’s inventor. Instead a rather unknown firm, later

renamed Xerox, seized the opportunity to become leader in this new industry. 10 years

after IBM introduced its first photocopier.

Structurally, the paper most closely related to the present is Kristiansen (1998).

Kristiansen considers R&D choices by two ex ante symmetric firms in a network mar-

ket. Winning competition at stage 1 gives the sponsor a strategic advantage at stage

2, because its installed base makes its product more attractive to the latecomer. Kris-

tiansen shows that firms’ incentives are similar to those in the prisoners’ dilemma,

and derives the conditions for firms to engage in a costly, and socially inefficient, R&D

race. Our models are concerned with the same question but model the dependencies in

customers’ valuations differently. Kristiansen assumes, as is typical for network mar-

kets, an interdependent two-way relationship between the adoption choice of early and

late customers. This treatment of word of mouth communication on the other hand,

involves a one-way externality only, in which the adoption choice of an early buyer in-
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fluences the distribution of future consumer types. The present model is therefore not

very demanding on a consumer’s forward looking abilities. This simplification reduces

the complexity of the model’s dynamics, opening the door for analysis of asymmetries

in firm characteristics.

Doganoglu (2003) investigates how consumption externalities influence firms’ pric-

ing decisions and steady state market shares. Under the assumption that market shares

in the previous period increase consumers’ valuation for a product, it is shown that

popular firms exploit periods of high demand by charging high prices, which, however,

reduces future demand and thus prompts the firm to set a lower price in those periods.

The conditions for the existence of a steady state in this market are derived, and under

these conditions no firm grows too dominant. The setup of Doganoglu’s model is quite

different from mine, but even so the pricing behavior is similar sparking confidence in

its robustness.

Ellison and Fudenberg (1993) study adoption in the presence of word of mouth

effects, in a world where consumers are imperfectly informed on the options available

to them, but may learn about better products other than the one currently used

through communication with other users. Ellison and Fudenberg show that word of

mouth effects improve efficiency in the long run by helping consumers find out about

the good that is best suited for them.

Understanding the connection between popularity, word of mouth effects, and time

to market strategies, provides new insight into how one should expect markets to

develop given the characteristics applying to specific industries. The model does not

strive to identify the ultimate winner of the market, which most often involves a

collection of complex circumstances like advertising, upgrading, chance, etc. Rather

the model is an attempt to better understand the incentives facing firms when deciding

on time to market strategies.

2 The model

Two firms, A and B, sponsor competing brands, and must both choose when to intro-

duce an extension to their product line. The timing of the model’s three stages is as

follows. At stage 0 the two firms simultaneously commit to a time to market strategy,

determining whether firms introduce the new product at stage 1 (early to market) or

stage 2 (late to market). Being early to market is associated with a fixed develop-
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ment cost  whereas late to market is costless. In the words of Scherer: “Accelerating

the pace of development is costly for three reasons. First, errors are made when one

overlaps development steps instead of waiting for the information early experiments

supply. Second, it may be necessary to support parallel experimental approaches to

hedge against uncertainty. Third, there are conventional diminishing returns in the

application of additional scientific and engineering manpower to a given technical as-

signment.” (Scherer 1980, pp. 426-427). Thus  has the interpretation of a time to

market cost. To keep focus on the impact of popularity itself on firms’ choice of entry

strategies, it is assumed that  applies to both firms equally. The market is emerging

in the sense that any rents from a firm’s other activities are unaffected by the choice

of timing for the introduction of this new good.

A consumer arrives in each of stages 1 and 2, referred to as the earlycomer and the

latecomer respectively. Each customer can also be interpreted as being a generation of

buyers with identical tastes. The earlycomer has the option to purchase an available

product (if any) at stage 1 or postpone adoption to stage 2. Once a buyer has adopted

a brand he stays loyal for the remainder of the game. Another interpretation of this

assumption is that adoption choices are irreversible in the sense that switching between

brands is very costly. See Farrell and Klemperer (2007) for a detailed discussion of

switching costs. Though it is assumed that the earlycomer may adopt at stage 1, he

only derives a single period of product use, and so is indifferent as far as adopting a

given product at stage 1 or stage 2. Moreover, there is no discounting of time in the

model for simplicity. These assumptions are consistent with thinking of time periods

as being ‘short’. Figure 1 illustrates the timing of the model.

Figure 1

The realized qualities of firms’ innovations are assumed to be stochastic, because firms

cannot accurately predict the outcome of the development process at stage 0.3 This

3Choi (1994) discusses the assumption of stochastically evolving technologies and finds that this

assumption is particularly descriptive of economies where quality levels are difficult to foresee at early

stages of research or when the availability of supporting goods is uncertain.
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assumption seems descriptive of many situations in business, where a company realizes

that it has an opportunity to enter an emerging industry, but may be unsure of factors

such as actual production costs, how consumers will receive the idea, in addition to

the uncertainty towards the final quality of the good. The latter interpretation is used

in this model. Qualities of technologies A and B, denoted  and  respectively, are

determined as independent draws from the distribution  (−) with support [0; 1]. The
expected quality of a product is independent of the sponsoring firm’s choice of entry

strategy. This means that a firm introducing its brand at stage 2 do not benefit from

higher expected quality than a firm introducing its brand at stage 1.

There are two types of consumers in the game; those who prefer brand A and

those who prefer brand B, referred to as either ‘fans’ or ‘nonfans’ of a particular

good. A buyer views brands as imperfect substitutes; the preferred brand is appreciated

in its entirety, whereas the buyer only enjoys fraction  of the nonpreferred good,

with  ∈ [0 1]. Therefore, the parameter  can represent either the level of product
differentiation between the brands, or the degree of heterogeneity in consumer tastes.

Products are perfectly substitutable when  = 1 in that a nonfan experiences no loss of

utility of consuming the ‘wrong’ brand. On the other hand, if  = 0 a buyer derives no

utility from consumption of her least preferred brand. As an example an A-fan prefers

the consumption of technology A if  ≥  (without taking prices into account).

The popularity of firms determines the frequency of each buyer type occurring in the

economy. Define the initial probability of meeting an A-fan as , where  ∈ [0; 1], and
the residual probability thus represents the probability of facing a B-fan. Without loss

of generality assume that  ≥ 1
2
such that player A is interpreted as being the more

popular firm ex ante. One may also explain firm differences as the result of relative

market shares or market power. Here, I choose the popularity interpretation as it

better fits the picture of brand competition.

The zero-sum nature of popularity makes total industry profits, that is the sum

of the two firms’ profits, independent of the degree of asymmetry in popularity. One

player’s gain from an increase in popularity is exactly offset by the opponent’s loss

from its decrease in popularity. This fact is central when considering the increasing

dominance results.

As discussed in the introduction, the brand adopted by the earlycomer, benefits

from increased likelihood of the latecomer being a fan through word of mouth com-

munication. Let  and  represent the probability of encountering an A-fan at
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stage 2 given brands A and B respectively have been adopted at stage 1. The residual

probabilities denote chances of meeting a B-fan. The stronger word of mouth com-

munication, represented by , with  ≥ 0, the greater is an early winner’s chance

of meeting a fan later. However, great initial popularity limits the scope of further

increase. In the extreme case where  = 1, brand A gains nothing from winning

early. To model the word of mouth effect explicitly I use a probability urn:4 Imagine

a bag with  red balls and (1− ) white balls. A random draw from this distribution,

with replacement, determines the earlycomer’s type. If A wins at stage 1, then add

 additional red balls to the bag, such that the probability of realizing a red ball in

the next draw equals +

1+

¡
= 

¢
.5 In this case the probability of a white ball equals

1−
1+

¡
=
£
1− 

¤¢
the probability of drawing one of the original white balls in a pool

of 1 +  colored balls. Likewise, when firm B wins competition at stage 1, an addi-

tional number of  white balls is added to the bag, such that the new probabilities of

drawing a red ball, respectively a white ball, in the next period become 
1+

¡
= 

¢
and 1−+

1+

¡
=
£
1− 

¤¢
. Lastly, if no adoption occurs at stage 1, there is nothing for

consumers to talk about so to say, and the distribution from which the latecomer’s

type is drawn remains unaffected. The urn reflects the increase in a brand’s popularity

when it is adopted at stage 1. The stronger the word of mouth effect, the greater is the

increase in that brand’s popularity. The urn also reflects that higher initial popularity

of the brand leads to lower gains in additional popularity.

Normalize the quantity bought by the latecomer to unity and let the earlycomer buy

a fraction  hereof. To focus on how the distribution of tastes influences firms’ R&D

strategies, it is assumed that firms are able to distinguish between consumer types.

Thus, firms are able to identify consumers as being fans or nonfans and can therefore

price discriminate between different types. Firms produce at zero marginal costs and

engage in price competition. Consumers and firms make rational expectations on

future play as well as realization of qualities. Buyers have a reservation level of utility

of zero. The paper only considers pure strategies. The equilibrium concept is subgame

perfection.

4This urn is basically a modified version of the Polya urn known from probability theory.
5I would like to emphasize that it is the identity of the brand adopted at stage 1 that influences

the distribution not the earlycomer’s type in itself.
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3 Analysis

First consider some aspects of pricing. Expected fan and nonfan profits are derived

in Appendix A and are denoted  and  respectively.  and  are functions of

 exclusively, with  ≥  for all  ≤ 1. Strong differences between brands make

a customer’s option value of adopting her least preferred brand low. This puts the

favored producer in position to charge a relatively high price. As is well-known at this

point, the greater the popularity enjoyed by a brand the more frequently does it face

a fan. Likewise, Doganoglu (2003) finds that a producer with a high market share in a

horizontally differentiated duopoly charges higher prices than its smaller competitor.

In equilibrium, the firm that can offer a consumer the highest value sets its price just

shy of the best profitable offer made by the lower value firm.

I will briefly describe some of the more interesting elements of competition in the

different subgames. In subgame (1,1) prices are driven down to the point, possibly

below costs, where the expected gain at stage 2 from winning rather than loosing the

earlycomer’s business is completely dissipated. As shifting popularity is of zero-sum

nature, firms are willing to give out identical discounts implying that the winner of

stage 1 competition is the one offering the higher value (just as it would have done

without the discounts). In either of the two sequential equilibria, the earlycomer will

adopt the first-mover’s brand, disregarding his own type, because the first-mover will

always be able to match the buyer’s expected surplus from postponing adoption. This

result is due the second-mover’s inability to commit itself to offering the earlycomer a

certain level of surplus if he postpones adoption. The section on pre-ordering studies

the effects of removing this assumption. In subgame (2,2) no brands are introduced

early and so word of mouth communication does not influence popularity.

Based on expected profits at stage 0 resulting from competition at stages 1 and 2,

firms choose their time to market strategies. Since both firms have two strategies the

game has four possible subgames; simultaneous entry at stage 2, simultaneous entry

at stage 1, sequential entry with firm A leading the market, sequential entry with

firm B leading the market. Figure 2 reports expected profits as a function of firms’

entry strategies, net of their individual payoff in subgame (2,2). The derivations are

contained in Appendix A. Player A’s profits are reported in the upper left hand side of

each entry, while player B’s profits are the lower right hand elements. As is discussed

below, these profits can be represented by a firm’s gain for leading the market and its
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loss for being second-mover.

Figure 2

Figure 3 shows the mathematical expressions behind first-mover gains and second-

mover losses.

Ω = (1− )
³


1+

´
( −)

Ω = 
³


1+

´
( −)

Ψ =  + (1− )

Ψ = (1− ) + 

Figure 3

The term Ω is the first-mover gain of firm  where  = . The driving force

behind the first-mover’s gain is the increase in popularity created by word of mouth

communication. Since the earlycomer always adopts the first-mover’s product at stage

1, this firm will experience an increase in popularity. This, in turn, increases its

chance of earning the fan payoff  , rather than the nonfan payoff  , when facing the

latecomer at stage 2.6 The first-mover gain equals the increase in popularity times

the difference between fan and nonfan profits.7 Also, since  ≥ 1
2
by assumption,

brand A is more popular than brand B. For this reason brand B has the most to

gain in terms of popularity. The additional popularity to be gained by firm A equals

6This is comparable to the weakened-rival effect demonstrating the business stealing incentive of

firms in network markets to introduce their products more quickly to appropriate a greater share of

late users’ surpluses, by increasing the relative size of their own private installed base. See Katz and

Shapiro (1986).
7First-mover gains in my model are entirely driven by word of mouth communication. In Kris-

tiansen (2006) another type of first-mover gain is identified. Kristiansen assumes that an earlycomer

enjoys a longer period of product use by adopting a good early rather than late. In turn, a first-mover

is able to earn a higher profit by selling its good to the earlycomer early. In my model, however, the

earlycomer does not enjoy longer product use. Thus, this effect does exist in my model. One may

want to think of time periods in my model as being relative short, while time periods in Kristiansen’s

paper as being somewhat longer.
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. Likewise, firm B will experience an increased popularity of 
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First-mover benefits can therefore be ordered as Ω ≤ Ω.

While the benefit of being first-mover is related to profits earned on the latecomer,

the second-mover loss is rooted in a firm’s opportunity cost of forgoing the earlycomer’s

business. The second-mover loss of firm  is denoted Ψ. For an example consider

the second-mover loss of brand A in outcome (2,1); the earlycomer is an A-fan with

probability  and a B-fan with probability (1− ) associated with the opportunity

costs  and  respectively. The second-mover loss of brand A therefore equals

+(1− ) . This expression shows that if brand A becomes increasingly popular

(higher ) its second-mover loss increases as well. Since  ≥ 1
2
one can rank second-

mover losses as Ψ ≤ Ψ. Assuming that firms are equally popular,  = 1
2
, first-mover

benefits and second-mover losses coincide, such that Ω = Ω and Ψ = Ψ.

Consider how the terms ΩΩΨ, and Ψ are influenced by changes in the

model’s parameters. When word of mouth effects get stronger first-mover gains will

generally increase, because the firm adopted by the earlycomer becomes increasing

popular with the latecomer. Absent word of mouth communication there are zero

first-mover gains. The greater consumer heterogeneity, the bigger is the difference in a

buyer’s willingness to pay for the two brands. This increases the importance of holding

a favorable probability distribution, in turn raising first-mover gains. On the other

hand perfect substitutability completely eliminates the first-mover advantage, as fans

and nonfans have identical valuations for a brand, in which case popularity looses its

importance. The effect of heterogeneity on second-mover losses is less straightforward:

Calculus shows that as consumers become increasingly homogeneous, the second-mover

loss of firmA becomes less severe only as long as (1− ) 


 −

holds, respectively




 − (1− ) 

for firm B. These conditions state that the weighted increase in

nonfan profits must be smaller than the decrease in fan profits for second-mover losses

to be decreasing as consumers become more homogeneous.

The greater the initial popularity of a firm the less it has to gain from being first-

mover, since the scope of further increases to popularity will be more limited. To

see this, consider an increase in the initial popularity of firm A. Since Ω


 0 the

first-mover gain decreases as  increases. Similarly, increasing the initial popularity of

firm B (that is to decrease ) the first-mover gain decreases since Ω


 0. Further,

the greater the difference in firms’ popularities, the greater is the difference in their

first-mover gains.
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The greater a firm’s popularity the greater is its loss for being second-mover. This is

because higher popularity makes the firm forgo higher profits. The formal expressions

for these effects are Ψ


 0 and Ψ


 0, showing how the second-mover loss of firm

A, respectively firm B, changes with popularity. The greater the difference in firms’

popularities, the greater is the difference in their second-mover losses.

The time to market cost in comparison to firms’ first-mover advantages and second-

mover losses determines the equilibrium of the game. Figure 4 illustrates how  may

fall into nine areas consisting of different combinations of producers’ first-mover gains

and second-mover losses. These areas are useful in the analysis below as they govern

which strategies firms play by. I will refer to the different areas by the number in the

lower left hand corner.

Figure 4

Different industries support different entry strategies as equilibrium. The outcomes

that can occur in each of the nine areas are reported in figure 4. The primary focus of

this paper is on markets where a unique (pure strategy) subgame perfect equilibrium

can be established. The areas for which this does not hold are still of interest, but the

outcome is necessarily less clear. These cases will be discussed later.

Proposition 1 considers the outcome of the game in area 4 in which firms will enter

the market sequentially with the popular firm being first-mover.

Proposition 1. If   Ω and Ψ    Ψ, then (1,2) is the unique

subgame perfect equilibrium.

The proof of this proposition, as well as those of propositions 2, 3, and 4, are

derived from direct comparison of firms’ profit levels as reported in figure 2, and are

not included in the paper for this reason.
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Proposition 1 characterizes an industry where it is a dominant strategy for the

dominant brand A to enter the market at stage 1. While firm B would like to become

first-mover, it anticipates the action that A is going to take, and finds it optimal to

enter at stage 2. In other words, fearing a ’Stackelberg war’ B rather forgoes the

expected profits it could have earned on the earlycomer (that is Ψ) than wasting the

time to market cost. As a matter of course, the dominant firm strengthens its position

(in expected terms), while the inferior firm is further weakened. This result emerges

because of the wedge in firms’ second-mover losses created by the asymmetry in brand

popularity. Even though the inferior brand has the greatest incentive to be first, the

dominant brand has too much to lose by being second. In Scherer’s words:

“The theory predicts then that profit-maximizing dominant firms will be

potent imitators when their market shares are endangered. They may even

accelerate their development efforts so strongly in response to a challenge

that they induce the challenger to relax its development pace and settle for

the smaller market share associated with being second.” (Scherer 1980, p.

428)

The novelty of this result is that increasing dominance arises in markets where

total industry profits are independent of firms’ sizes. This model uses a different

set of assumptions than the existing literature on product introduction to reach this

conclusion. In particular it does not require existence of the efficiency effect, and

therefore applies to other markets than those previously described.

The analysis can help understand why Big Pharma usually leads the introduction

of new product categories: Published research, say from universities, can open up new

markets for medical companies to exploit commercially. This information is available

to big as well as small firms, and without entry of the other, each firm would like

to become leader as the scope of monopoly rents as long as the patent is running

is quite high. However, if both firms individually choose to undertake research to

develop the new drug, a small brand will find its market share too small to justify the

R&D expenditure, as competition will drive down prices. The end result is that one

should expect the big medical companies to be first to explore new opportunities, while

their smaller competitors are better off saving development costs and introducing a

generic equivalent of the original product once the patent expires. Alternatively, the

smaller brand could choose to invent around the first-mover’s patent, which would
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be less costly that having to do all research from scratch. As an example, Viagra, a

drug for erectile dysfunction, was introduced by Pfizer in 1998. 5 years later Eli Lilly

(Cialis) and GlaxoSmithKline/Bayer (Levitra) entered the market once they managed

to invent around Pfizer’s patent.

I am aware of two other papers, Cabral (2002, 2003), exhibiting increasing domi-

nance without reliance on the efficiency effect. These models study the related issue

of improvements to existing products. I will return to these papers later.

Proposition 2 characterizes industries where the inferior firm plays first-mover and

the popular firm plays second-mover.

Proposition 2. If Ω    Ω and Ψ  , then (2,1) is the unique

subgame perfect equilibrium.

Proposition 2 applies to area 2. It demonstrates a situation where duopolists are

sufficiently asymmetric in popularity such that late to market is a dominant strategy

for the dominant firm only. By the same token, the inferior firm has a great incentive

to lead the market. This situation can arise when second-mover losses are small, if for

example the parameter  is low (or consumers are hesitant to adopt the new product

because of uncertainty). Under such circumstances the dominant firm may allow the

its inferior rival to become first-mover in order to avoid development costs. Similar

behavior is found in general classification bicycle racing, where the ultimate winner is

the rider with the fastest total time over a multi-stage race. However, there is also

considerable prestige associated with winning individual stages of the race making

riders frequently attempt to break away from the peloton. Low-ranking riders are

usually allowed to escape, as teams with a promising classification rider are better off

preserving energy to be able to handle other riders posing more imminent threats to

the overall classification.

The inferior firm leading the market closes the gap between the duopolists, implying

a decrease in firm dominance.8 This result is comparable to the replacement effect

demonstrating that a company with high market power has less to gain from the

introduction of a never version of an existing good than their rival has, because it

suffers more from cannibalization of current rents. In contrast I show how decreasing

dominance can arise without having to assume anything about other activities. This

8If the word of mouth effect is sufficiently strong, the inferior firm may even leapfrog its rival’s

dominance and create the reverse situation.
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result relies only on an asymmetry in brand popularity, and as the market is emerging

by assumption, decreasing dominance is not caused by the cannibalization of rents,

but by the cannibalization of brand popularity. This I believe is a novel effect.

In 1938 Patent attorney Chester Carlson invented electrophotography, the tech-

nology behind the world’s first plain-paper photocopier. Before then duplicators and

carbon paper were used for copying. Carlson tried to sell his idea to several major

companies including IBM but without luck. It was only when the Haloid Company,

later renamed Xerox, picked up the idea that the technology began developing into a

commercial product. In 1959 the Xerox 914 hit the market. In 1970 IBM introduced

its first photocopy machine, the IBM Copier. This example illustrates how a dominant

player could have entered the market but declined.9 Instead a smaller firm chose to

seize leadership and gain market power. See Owen (2005) for background story, the

birth and history of, the photocopier.

To investigate the relationship between popularity and consumer heterogeneity

further for this specific equilibrium, fix the parameters  = 1  = 3
10
  = 1

16
, let the

distribution function  (−) be uniform, and plot the combinations of  and  that

make each of the three constraints in proposition 2 bind with equality. The ( )-area

containing the dot satisfies all three conditions simultaneously. The parameter values

are chosen to replicate the photocopy machine industry. According to Dye (2000)

electronics, such as photocopiers, are moderately influenced by word of mouth effects.

Consistent with Dye, choosing  = 1makes the effect of word of mouth communication

on firms’ first-mover gains produced by the urn equal to 1
2
. In general this effect is

given by
³



1+

´
and belongs to [0; 1)∀ ≥ 0. Further, it seems reasonable that the cost

of developing the electrophotography technology into a commercial product is higher

than what a firm could hope to earn through early sales. One can therefore argue that

the relationship between  and  is relatively low in this market. Figure 5 illustrates

the ‘iso-incentive’ curves of the relevant constraints.

9In fact, Chester Carlson’s original patent had already expired when the Xerox 914 was introduced.
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Figure 5

As products become increasingly substitutable (that is as  ↑) the difference between
expected fan and nonfan profits decreases, and so does the gain from being first to

market. To preserve status quo in terms of first-mover gains, both firms need to

experience a lower level of popularity. For the dominant (inferior) firm this implies a

negative (positive) relationship between  and . The connection between  and  in

Ψ depends on their mutual level as can be seen from the comparative statics above.

For this particular parameterization, an increase in  (within the unit interval) always

raises the loss firm A experiences for being second-mover, as the weighted increase in

forgone nonfan profits exceeds the reduced loss on fans. To restore balance,  must be

shifted upwards to place more weight on fan profits relative to nonfan profits. Clearly,

moving away from a point within the triangle ultimately leads to violation of one or

more of the constraints set forth in proposition 2 needed for (2,1) to be equilibrium,

in which case equilibrium may change or may simply no longer exist.

In areas 7 and 8 both firms will race into the industry.

Proposition 3. If   Ω and   Ψ, then (1,1) is the unique subgame

perfect equilibrium.

Proposition 3 characterizes markets where both firms optimally enter the market

at the earliest possible stage. When early to market is an inexpensive strategy such

that   Ω and   Ψ hold (area 7), it is a dominant strategy for both players to

introduce products quickly, since first-mover benefits and second-mover losses exceed

the time to market cost. If the time to market cost satisfies the conditions

Ω    Ω and   Ψ (area 8), it is a dominant strategy for brand B to be early

to market. Firm A is not interested in leading the market, but rather sinks the time

to market cost than playing second-mover. Accordingly, the best strategy is simply to
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imitate whatever action taken by B. As a matter of course both companies introduce

their brands quickly. Scherer finds that:

“There is abundant evidence from case studies to support the view that

actual and potential new entrants play a crucial role in stimulating techni-

cal progress, both as direct sources of innovation and as spurs to existing

industry members.” (Scherer, 1980, pp. 437-438)

When Westinghouse-supported research into gas-discharge lamps (later to evolve

into the fluorescent lamp) turned out to provide high quality lighting as well as have

a long life time, General Electric responded by increasing its research efforts into the

improvement of filaments for the incandescent lamp, invented by the founder Thomas

A. Edison. After losing the AC/DC standards war to the arch rival Westinghouse,

allowing the gas-discharged lamp to become the predominant design in lighting over the

incandescent lamp would be another serious blow to General Electric. See Reich (1992)

for further details on General Electric and the electric industry, and McNichol (2006)

for the dramatic history of the battle between General Electric and Westinghouse in

the early days of electricity.

This racing equilibrium implies decreasing dominance even though entry choices are

symmetric: Symmetric entry gives the earlycomer the opportunity to evaluate brands

against each other knowing their realized qualities, and he may end up adopting the

least preferred product due to the stochastic nature of the development process. By

virtue of being less popular, brand B has a greater chance of winning over a nonfan

than it has of loosing a fan. As a result, firm B faces a fan with relatively higher

probability at stage 2, and so the industry sees a decrease in dominance.

Lastly, consider industries where both firm enter the market late. This happens in

areas 3 and 6.

Proposition 4. If Ω   and   Ψ, then (2,2) is the unique subgame

perfect equilibrium.

Whenever Ω   and Ψ   (area 3) hold then late to market is a dominant

strategy for both firms. For Ω   and Ψ    Ψ (area 6) late to market

remains a dominant strategy for B only. Anticipating this strategy, the best-response

of player A is to mimic B’s decision. Since there is no entry at stage 1 there is no

influence of word of mouth communication to change firms’ relative positions.
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Beyond unique subgame perfect equilibrium

We have now considered the unique subgame perfect equilibria of the game that exist

everywhere except in areas 1, 5, 9, where equilibria are either not unique, not subgame

perfect, or simply do not exist in the simultaneous move game. In a companion paper,

Winther (2008), I derive the unique subgame perfect equilibria arising in the same basic

game with the exception of sequential decision making at stage 0. Under sequential

moves firms’ problem of incomplete information on the opponent’s action is eliminated,

and the game is shown to have a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in all areas. I

will now briefly discuss the players’ incentives in areas 1, 5, 9.

¥ In area 1 both brands prefer to play an asymmetric equilibrium; first-mover ben-

efits of both players are greater than the time to market cost which at the same time

exceeds second-mover losses. Consequently, both firms would like to assume leader-

ship of the industry, but are better off being follower given that their opponent enters

early. This leaves two possible pure-strategy equilibria, namely (1,2) and (2,1). This

incentive structure resembles the ‘Chicken game’. Sequential commitment to entry

strategies would make the Stackelberg leader seek first-mover status in the industry,

knowing that the Stackelberg follower’s best-response is to differentiate itself, and so

would choose to become second-mover in the market.

¥ In area 5 the time to market cost is greater than brand A’s benefit of being

first-mover, but still lower than its loss of being second-mover. For firm B the exact

opposite holds true. Hence, firm A would like for firms to play the same strategy, while

B is better off when firms play by different strategies. Such incentives correspond to

those found in ‘Matching pennies’, where one player always wants to deviate given the

other’s action. For the same reasons this game has no equilibrium in pure-strategies in

this area. Winther (2008) shows that (1,2) is the unique subgame perfect equilibrium

when A leads the decision game, while (2,2) follows with B as Stackelberg leader. The

asymmetry of the outcomes is rooted in the fact that firms play by different best-

response function to their opponent’s strategy. When the inferior firm is Stackelberg

leader it knows that the dominant firm best imitates whatever strategy it plays, and

so safely chooses the late to market strategy. On the other hand, the inferior firm

optimally differentiates itself, forcing the dominant firm to seize first-mover status

when being Stackelberg leader to avoid suffering the loss of being second-mover.

The incentives in area 5 are similar to those derived by Cabral (2002) in a game of
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product improvements. In a duopoly where firms have products of different qualities,

the lower value firm has an incentive to differentiate itself from its rival by choosing a

different research path in order to avoid correlation of payoffs from product improve-

ments. Cabral shows that this holds even though the alternative research path is less

likely to be successful, as the firm would remain behind on the quality ladder had it

chosen the same research path as the rival. A related result is found in Cabral (2003)

showing that the lower value firm optimally chooses to pursue a more risky R&D strat-

egy than the opponent does, in an attempt to get ahead in competition. In connection

to the previous discussion of increasing dominance, the lower value firm will therefore

fall further behind its dominant rival in expected terms.

¥ In area 9 neither firm is interested in leading the market nor becoming follower,

leaving two possible pure-strategy equilibria (1,1) and (2,2), with the Pareto preferred

outcome being (2,2) as it yields higher expected profits than (1,1) for both brands.

Therefore it is reasonable that (2,2) is the subgame-perfect equilibrium of the game.

This corresponds to the ‘Driving game’, in which motorists must decide on driving on

the left or right.

Concerning efficiency the preferred outcome from a social standpoint is for both

firms to enter at stage 2. This is because fast entry is associated with two types of

inefficiencies. First, there is the waste of time to market costs under fast introduction.

Second, under sequential entry the earlycomer is shown to adopt whatever brand

introduced by the first-mover. In expected terms there is a loss of welfare as the

earlycomer might have chosen to adopt the second-mover’s product had he waited.

Under simultaneous entry a buyer knows the actual values of both brands, alleviating

this potential inefficiency. Thus (2,2) yields the highest level of welfare for the economy.

Assuming firms choose the Pareto preferred outcome in area 9, the outcome of the

private market matches the socially optimal one in areas 3, 6, and 9. This is recast as

a formal statement in proposition 5.

Proposition 5. The market is efficient if Ω  .

The proposition can be verified by comparison of the expected welfare levels of the

different outcomes as derived in Appendix B.

From a policy point-of-view the key to efficient industries is to manage the first-

mover advantage of the inferior brand. The greater the asymmetry in brand popularity,

the greater is the inferior brand’s gain from market leadership, and the more likely
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is an inefficient equilibrium. Also, greater substitutability between brands, or weaker

word of mouth effects, reduces the benefit of leading the market, as additional expected

profits from winning the earlycomer become less significant. Taking this idea one step

further, one can think of a situation where firms would want to reduce the level of

product differentiation to avoid a mutually costly race for market leadership. This

move demands that firms are appropriately suited for coordinating such changes. By

controlling the size of first-mover, the firms may reach (2,2) as equilibrium and thereby

save time to markets and any discounts given to the earlycomer. Less differentiated

products, however, mean less revenue to firms, but provided that only a small change

in  is needed to achieve efficiency, revenues will remain largely unaffected. This

contradicts economic intuition suggesting that firms prefer their products to be highly

differentiated in order to reduce the severity of price competition. From a social point

of view the ‘collusive’ efforts of firms are welcomed. Higher  not only reduces the

loss of welfare when buyers adopt their least preferred product, but also prevents the

economy from loosing development costs. This type of collusion is comparable to the

one described in Rotemberg and Saloner (1986) showing how firms in a cartel may

want to limit the price they charge (during booms) in order to reduce the incentives

to deviate from the current cartel.

Multiple periods of product use make faster introduction more attractive, as the

earlycomer’s willingness to pay increases. Likewise, introducing discounting into the

model only makes the earlycomer more inclined to adopt a product at stage 1, raising

firms’ incentives for fast introduction.

4 Pre-ordering

This section investigates how pre-ordering impacts firms’ entry strategies, and the

ensuing effect on welfare for the industry as a whole. Pre-ordering is basically a

forward contract signed at stage 1 by the earlycomer and a firm introducing its brand

at stage 2. The contract commits the firm to deliver, and the buyer to adopt, the

good at stage 2 at a specified price. Forward contracts are frequently used in utilities

markets e.g. for oil, gas, electricity. Pre-ordering of books, electronics, or video games

is also quite common.

Appendix C describes and derives prices and expected profit levels under pre-

ordering. The resulting payoff matrix is shown in figure 6, with the entries adjusted
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for players’ individual subgame (2,2) profits.

Figure 6

By assumption, pre-ordering does not increase the popularity of the good; even though

the contract is signed at stage 1 the product is not introduced until stage 2, making

word of mouth effects remain absent as no one gets to try the product before then. In

a sequential equilibrium, the first-mover is interested in capturing the earlycomer to

improve its position, and will offer a discount to avoid that the consumer pre-orders its

rival, which would leave popularity at status quo. At the same time, the second-mover

will pay a discount to avoid decreased popularity should the first-mover be adopted.

This behavior is consistent with the observation that pre-ordered goods are commonly

sold at a discounted price. As can be seen from Appendix C, firms offer identical

discounts as shifts in popularity has a symmetric impact on expected profits. The

ultimate winner of competition is therefore the firm that can offer the earlycomer the

higher value in expected terms.

The socially efficient outcome (2,2) arises as a unique subgame perfect equilibrium

under pre-ordering for   , where  is the gain from leading the industry under

pre-ordering. The combinations of  and  resulting in an efficient market under

pre-ordering are given by those in regions II and III in figure 7.10 This result should

be compared to the original game where efficiency was achieved whenever Ω  ,

corresponding to regions I and II.

10Figure 6 is pictured with the distribution function  (−) being uniform.
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Figure 7

When substitutability between brands is low (that is when is  low) pre-ordering

improves welfare over the original game as represented by region III. Without pre-

ordering low substitutability makes the additional popularity to be gained through

word of mouth communication a more important component of stage 2 profits, inducing

firms to introduce their products early. However, the gain for being first-mover under

pre-ordering,  , is small when substitutability is low. By the reverse arguments,

pre-ordering may lead to a reduction in efficiency in a regime of high substitutability

as can be seen from region I. From a policy perspective it is only advisable to ‘allow

for’ pre-ordering of goods, should it be possible, in situations where homogeneity is

low.

Also, the smaller the word of mouth effect is the smaller is a firm’s gain from

being early to market in the game without pre-ordering. On the other hand, a firm’s

incentive for being early to market with pre-ordering is unrelated to the strength of

word of mouth effects. Hence, if word of mouth effects are sufficiently weak the market

without pre-ordering is most efficient, whereas pre-ordering likely improves efficiency

when word of mouth effects are strong.

If forward contracts are not binding in their own right, a social planner should

want to set up an institution to enforce or mediate such contracts. This could be

an institution like the Danish Consumers’ Ombudsman, who protects consumers by

supervising and enforcing the ‘Marketing Practices Act’. New York City Department

of Consumer Affairs helps “mediate and resolve consumer complaints” and as such can

help consumers take legal action to halt deceptive trade practices under the Consumer

Protection Law. However, dealing with brands suggests that firms are active players

in other markets as well, which would give them more of an incentive to make good

on their commitments in the interest of credibility.
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If firms could choose research efforts endogenously, pre-ordering could give firms

adverse incentive effects once the contract has been signed; as contracts are signed

before the actual quality becomes known, specifying a price for the good, the firms

would be tempted to reduce quality.

5 Conclusions

This paper studies the connection between brand popularity and time to market strate-

gies under the presence of word of mouth effects. I have shown how popular brands

have less incentive than unpopular brands to enter into new industries, while having

more to loose from being second-mover at the same time, and depending on the indus-

try considered, such asymmetries in incentives can support different outcomes of the

entry game as unique subgame perfect equilibrium. The paper takes a novel approach

to the study of product introduction as the results are driven by differences in popu-

larity rather than by the efficiency and replacement effects, adding a new dimension

to the study of increasing or decreasing industry dominance. Moreover, the model can

help explain firm behavior in markets that are not presently covered by the literature.

From a welfare point of view, efficiency generally suffers the greater the asymmetry

in brand popularity. Lastly, its was shown that pre-ordering improves welfare only

when consumers view brands as poor substitutes.

Appendix A

This Appendix derives the expected profits in each of the four possible subgames. Price

competition establishes that, for a given buyer type, the lower value firm will reduce its price

to the point where it is indifferent between winning or loosing. In equilibrium the higher

value firm wins competition with a price equal to the excess value it offers over the loosing

firm. Before considering the four subgames, it is useful to derive the expected profits of firms

when facing a fan or a nonfan with certainty. Firm A wins a nonfan whenever  ≥  holds.

The corresponding expected profit level is


h


i
=
R 1
0

R 
0
( − )  ()  ()

=
R 1
0

R 
0
( − )  ()  () = 

h


i
≡ 

By symmetry of the game firm B makes the same expected profit when it meets a

nonfan. Let  denote the expected profit made on a nonfan in general.  is a continuous

and monotonically increasing function of , because higher  expands not only the integrand

(this is the markup) but also the range of integration. Next, consider firm A’s expected

profits when facing a fan, which happens if  ≥ 


h


i
=
R 1
0

R 1

(− )  ()  ()

=
R 1
0

R 1

(− )  ()  () = 

h


i
≡ 
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Symmetry of the game implies that firm B makes the same level of expected profits should

the buyer be a B-fan. Let  denote the expected profits made on a fan.  is a continuous

and monotonically decreasing function of  for the same reasons as above. If the goods are

perfect substitutes,  = 1, it is quite intuitive, and can be shown formally, that a firm’s

expected profit is the same whether or not it meets a fan or a nonfan. For all  ∈ [0; 1] it
holds that  ≥  , showing that a firm always makes higher expected profits when meeting

a fan rather than a nonfan. These results are useful in the derivation of the expected profits

in the four subgames below.

¥ Subgame (2,2) When products are introduced in period 2, word of mouth does not

play a role in competition, because the earlycomer does not adopt a brand in period 1. Joint

probability of both users being A-fans equals 2, both being B-fans equals (1− )2 and one

buyer of each type equals (2 times)  (1− ). These probabilities are associated with the

frequency of which a firm realizes either  or  , and so lead to the expected profits of this

subgame


£
22
¤
=  (1 + ) + (1− ) (1 + )


£
22
¤
= (1− ) (1 + ) +  (1 + )


£
22
¤
and 

£
22
¤
are used as benchmarks in the other subgames.

¥ Subgame (1,1) Competition for the earlycomer’s business drives prices in the early

stage down. Firms are willing to give a discount corresponding to the profit value in stage 2

of the additional popularity when achieving the earlycomer’s business above the popularity

when the rival wins. Formally
¡
 − 

¢
[ ] +

¡
 − 

¢
[ ] ⇐⇒

³

1+

´
( −). This

makes the two firms’ discount choices symmetric, as it relates to the difference in popularity

levels and not the actual levels. A nice property of this result is that the higher value firm

remains the winner of competition at stage 1. Whether the price is positive or negative is a

function of the realized qualities and the discount size. Consider the adoption decision of a

consumer of type , where  = . Let  hold valuations  
 and  

 for the two products.

If player A, for example, is the higher value firm it wins competition and the equilibrium

price  =  
 −  

 −
³
1


´³

1+

´
( −). Any price higher than  puts B in a position

to make a profitable undercut, while all lower prices still make A the winner, but with a

smaller markup. A similar price holds if B is worth more to the earlycomer. Note that the

discount is given in proportion to the relative generation size. At stage 1 firm A makes an

expected profit of:


h
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i
= 
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( −)

´
 ()  ()

⎫⎬⎭
Let  represent the probability of a firm winning stage 1 competition given the earlycomer

is a nonfan. In other words  expresses the probability of    (likewise  is the probability

of   ). Since    ∈ [0 1] then  ∈ [0 1] as well. Rewrite the expected stage 1 profit as

h
_1

i
=  + (1− ) −  (1− )

³

1+

´
( −)

− (1− ) 
³


1+

´
( −)

The first two terms represent expected stage 1 profits. The third term shows that with

probability (1− ) firm A meets a fan and wins, in which case it gives out the discount
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³

1+

´
( −). The fourth term has a similar interpretation. Turning to player A’s expected

stage 2 profits:
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Rewrite as


h
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i
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Adding the two stage profits, using the benchmark profits and defining


³


1+

´
( −) ≡ Ω gives


£
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Similar calculations and the definition (1− )
³


1+

´
( −) ≡ Ω lead to


£
11
¤
= 

£
22
¤−Ω −

¥ Subgame (1,2) In this subgame brand A is first-mover and brand B is second-mover.

First, assume that the earlycomer is a B-fan. This buyer compares the utility  − 
of adopting A immediately, versus the expected utility

R 
0
()  () +

R 1

()  () of

postponing adoption until stage 2. In equilibrium, firm A induces the B-fan to adopt its brand

immediately by charging the price  =
R 
0
( − )  (). Note that  is nonnegative,

indicating that the first-mover always can, and always will, attract the earlycomer and

still make a nonnegative markup for all possible parameters of the model. Integrating this

markup over all possible realizations of  shows that the associated profit equals  . In a

similar fashion it can be shown that the price needed to attract an A-fan is nonnegative

as well. In this case the first-mover makes a profit of  . The reason for the first-mover

always attracting the earlycomer, no matter buyer types or realized quality of its good, is

the second-mover’s inability to commit to a certain price. So even for very low realizations

of , the earlycomer’s option value of postponing adoption becomes accordingly small.

It has now been established that the first-mover always wins the earlycomer. The result-

ing expected profit level becomes 
h
_1

i
= +(1− ) . At stage 2, firm A’s prob-

ability of meeting a fan equals , and the expected profit becomes


h
_2

i
=  +

¡
1− 

¢
 . In sum, the total expected profit becomes


£
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The expected profit of the second-mover equals 
£
12
¤
=
¡
1− 

¢
 +  . Defining

(1− ) +  ≡ Ψ gives


£
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£
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¥ Subgame (2,1) By symmetry, expected profits in subgame (2,1) become


£
21
¤
= 

£
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¤−Ψ −Ω

where  + (1− ) ≡ Ψ


£
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= 

£
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+Ω − 
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Appendix B

To assess the efficiency of the actions taken by the private firms, this section derives the

welfare levels resulting from each subgame. Welfare equals the value of the good adopted

by the consumer. The social planner is assumed to care about the economy as a whole, not

whether welfare comes as firms’ profits or consumers’ surpluses. One should expect that the

social planner always prefers that both firms enter at the market late as this equilibrium not

only involves no wasted time to market costs, no time to market costs are wasted. In fact,

late entry of firms not only saves the cost of R&D but also reduces the potential loss if the

earlycomer adopts an inferior product at stage 1.

¥ Subgame (2,2) Consider the welfare created through the consumption by a B-fan who

adopts product B if   ; otherwise he prefers technology A. Let   represent welfare

conditional on realizing a buyer of type .

 =
R 1
0

R 
0
()  ()  () +

R 1
0

R 1

()  ()  () =

R 1
0
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Likewise, the adoption decision of an A-fan leads to an expected welfare of size

 =
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R 1

()  ()  () =
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0
 () +

Weighting these welfare levels with the probabilities of which they occur and the quan-

tities bought by generations, reduction leads to

22 = (1 + )
n
 + 
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0
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o
Define

R 1
0
 () =

R 1
0
 () ≡ Γ being the expected quality of both products, to get

22 = (1 + ) ( + Γ)

¥ Subgame (1,1) Since the expected welfare is independent of the timing of purchase,

and because consumers have access to the same information on realized qualities of prod-

ucts, expected welfare in subgame (1,1) is similar to welfare in (2,2) except for the loss of

development costs

11 = (1 + ) ( + Γ)− 2

¥ Subgame (1,2) As shown in Appendix A, the earlycomer always adopts the first-

mover’s brand in a sequential equilibrium, making producer A face a more favorable proba-

bility distribution of fans. The resulting stage 1 welfare level becomes
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The latecomer joins the network offering the higher utility, so expected welfare from stage

2 is
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The sum of the expected welfare levels from the two stages becomes

12 =  {Γ+ (1− ) Γ}+ Γ+ − 

Observe that  cancels from the welfare expression because one player’s gain is exactly

offset by the other player’s loss. Closer substitutability between products increases welfare

since the loss of consumers joining their least preferred product decreases.
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¥ Subgame (2,1) By symmetry of the problem

21 =  {(1− ) (Γ) + Γ}+ Γ+ −

Comparison of welfare levels confirms intuition that the social planner prefers subgame

(2,2) to any other subgame.

Appendix C

This Appendix contains the derivations of expected profit levels under pre-ordering. The

terms ΩΩ are defined in Appendix A.

¥ Subgame (2,2) By assumption, word of mouth communication does not improve the

popularity of brands when they are pre-ordered. For this reason no firm wants to give the

earlycomer a discount in addition to the price given by the difference in (expected) brand

qualities.

Assuming that the earlycomer is of type A, there are three alternatives to choose from at

stage 1: 1) Pre-order brand A gives expected utility
R 1
0
()  ()  Rewrite asR 1

0

R 1
0
()  ()  (). 2) Pre-order brand B gives expected utility

R 1
0
()  () which

can be written as
R 1
0

R 1
0
()  ()  (). 3) Postpone adoption to stage 2 gives expected

utility of
R 1
0

R 1

()  ()  ()+

R 1
0

R 
0
()  ()  (). Direct comparison shows that 3)

is inferior to 1) and 2) indicating that the consumer will always choose to pre-order one of

the goods. As the expected values of  and  are identical, the earlycomer values the contract

of her preferred brand more highly. In this case it is an equilibrium in prices for brand B

to offer the A-fan its product at cost, while firm A charges a price that soaks up the excess

value it offers over brand B. Formally, this price  equalsR 1
0

R 1
0
()  ()  ()−  ≥

R 1
0

R 1
0
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⇔ R 1
0
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0
(− )  ()  () ≥  ⇐⇒  − ≥ 

In equilibrium, the inequality becomes an equality. As  ≥  for all  ≤ 1 the left hand
side is nonnegative, suggesting that a firm can always profitably attract a fan. I would like

to point out that this fact contrasts the original formulation of the model, in which a firm

wins a fan if and only if it offer the higher surplus. Symmetry of the game implies that firm

B is pre-ordered by a B-fan at a price of  =  −  . Prices charged to the latecomer at

stage 2 are the same as in the original game. The resulting expected profit levels in subgame

(2,2) with pre-ordering become


£
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=  ( −) +  + (1− )


£
22
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= (1− ) ( −) + (1− ) + 

¥ Subgame (1,1) Payoffs in this subgame are the same as in the original game as it

does not involve pre-ordering because both products are available at stage 1. Expected profit

levels of the firms


£
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£
11
¤
= (1− ) (1 + ) +  (1 + ) −Ω − 

¥ Subgame (1,2) The zero-sum nature of popularity, in much the same way as in

Appendix A, that the discount given by firm A for increasing its popularity, is identical to

the discount given by firm B to avoid becoming less popular. As both firms are willing to offer

the same discount, the winning firm remains the one valued more highly by the earlycomer,

but price competition forces the winning firm to give the full discount to the earlycomer, as

the rival could make a profitable undercut. In equilibrium, the price charged by the winning

firm equals the excess in value offered minus the full discount. For subgame (1,2) the discount

equals
¡
 − 

¢
 +

¡
1−  − 1 + 

¢
 ⇐⇒ Ω. Discounts given by the winning firm are

included in the expected profit equations, but will be ignored in the following derivations for

the sake of clarity.

Assume that the earlycomer is a B-fan. He has the following three choices at stage 1:

1) Buying brand A now has a value of . 2) Pre-order brand B has value
R 1
0
()  (). 3)

Postpone adoption gives
R 1

()  () +

R 
0
()  (). Direct comparison shows that 3 is

inferior to both 1 and 2, suggesting that the buyer never postpones adoption. Comparison of 1

and 2 reveals that the B-fan will adopt brand A immediately if and only if
R 1
0
( − )  () 

0. The inequality holds whenever   . In Appendix A the probability of this event was

defined as . The B-fan pre-orders brand B with the residual probability, (1− ). Provided

that    holds, the expected price earned by firm A on the B-type earlycomer equalsR 
0
( − )  ()  The resulting expected profit is

R 1
0

R 
0
( − )  ()  (). This is

identical to the expected profit of meeting a nonfan,  Whenever    then the B-fan

prefers to pre-order brand B, and in a similar manner it can be shown that the expected profit

made by firm B becomes
R 1
0

R 1

(− )  ()  (). This equals fan profit,  . Symmetric

arguments imply that firm A makes an expected profit of  when the earlycomer is a fan,

in which case firm B should expect to earn  . Now use the expected profits made on the

earlycomer alone (without discounts) to construct profits equations for the subgame as a

whole. For firm A the expected profit earned in subgame (1,2) equals
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This reduces to
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For firm B the expected profit can be expressed as
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This reduces to
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¥ Subgame (2,1) Symmetry of the game implies


£
21
¤
=  (1 + ) + (1− ) (1 + ) −Ω


£
21
¤
= (1− ) (1 + ) +  (1 + ) − 

Where the discount given by the winning firm in this subgame equals Ω.
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Figure 1: Timing of the game.
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1 Introduction

Branding is a way to create images in consumers’ minds by appealing to a certain

lifestyle, personality, and values. Firms use branding to target particular consumer

groups, children, young males, intellectuals etc. This practice shifts consumers’ focus

away from a consideration of a products sheer intrinsic value onto something intangible

that is unique to the product. If the message and wrapping is just right, consumers

will take the product to heart, and once the brand is firmly entrenched in a buyer’s

brain, a competitor will have a hard time dislodging this image again. The successful

company will benefit from a loyal segment of customers and will be in a good position

to earn higher markups on its product. The Cola war between Coca Cola and Pepsi

illustrates how products that are fairly close substitutes have used branding to create

strong differences in consumer sentiment. Without branding the firms would be forced

to sell on price.

This paper considers competition between two brands developing new products.

The popularity of the two brands differ in that one brand has more fans than the

other, and is as such more likely to meet a consumer with a high willingness to pay

for its product. In other words brand popularity is the proportion of buyers holding

an affinity towards that particular brand. Popularity can also be interpreted as the

result of brands’ market shares or market powers in another industry. As Coke Classic

roughly outsells Pepsi-Cola 3:2 in the US,1 it seems reasonable that this has an impact

on the market shares of derived products such as low-calorie cola. In fact, Diet Coke

outsells Diet Pepsi.2

The market is characterized by word of mouth communication. Word of mouth

effects, or buzz, are an integral part of branding. If you can have consumers not only

buying your product, but also talking about it you are truly fortunate (and clever).

Many surveys have shown that consumers often rely on the experiences and knowledge

of their peers in deciding what products to buy.3 According to a study by Dye (2000)

1See Beverage Digest at http://www.beverage-digest.com/pdf/top-10_2008.pdf
2The development process is assumed to be stochastic, making the final qualities of new intro-

ductions unknown when the entry strategy is chosen. It is therefore not inconsistent with the model

to observe Pepsi outselling Coca-Cola in some submarket, as the realized quantity of Pepsi’s product

can turn out to be of a sufficiently higher quality.
3Says David McCallum, Nielsen’s global managing director for Customized Research Services:

"...the recommendation of someone else remains the most trusted sources of information when con-

sumers decide which products and services to buy." (See the press release from October 1, 2007, in

its entirety on http://www.nielsen.com/media/2007/pr_071001.html)
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the entertainment industry, toys, and fashion are highly influenced by word of mouth.

Further, electronics, hotels, and pharmaceuticals are driven by buzz only to a lesser

extent. At the other end of the scale, such goods as utilities, chemicals, and insurance

are more or less immune to word of mouth effects. To model word of mouth effects I

assume that an early buyer will recommend the product she has tried to a later adopter

increasing that brand’s popularity, shifting the distribution of preferences from which

the latecomer type is drawn. Under these circumstances there is clearly an incentive

to be early to market.

On the downside, however, fast product introduction is a more costly strategy to

follow in terms of development expenditure. To put it in the words of Scherer:

“Accelerating the pace of development is costly for three reasons. First,

errors are made when one overlaps development steps instead of waiting

for the information early experiments supply. Second, it may be necessary

to support parallel experimental approaches to hedge against uncertainty.

Third, there are conventional diminishing returns in the application of ad-

ditional scientific and engineering manpower to a given technical assign-

ment.” (Scherer 1980, pp. 426-427)

This model captures the tension created by these countervailing incentives, and

investigates how brand popularity affects firms’ strategic choices of product intro-

duction under these circumstances. Moreover, imposing pre-determined leader and

follower roles on brands answer the question: If some firm were to be the Stackelberg

leader, how would this affect competition and, in turn, the equilibrium of the game?

The paper shows that in certain industries the outcome of competition depends on

whether leadership is held by the popular or the unpopular brand. Other industries

still are immune to the organization of leadership. Further, the analysis sheds light on

how popularity influences a brand’s desire to lead, to follow, and when it is indifferent

between these roles. This is done by comparing a brand’s payoff as leader to its payoff

as follower. These conclusions help identify in what sort of industries, what sort of

firms seek leadership. As is shown, both brands will prefer the role as leader when

their popularities are relatively similar and word of mouth communication strong. On

the other hand, in markets where brands’ popularities are very different, both firms

are better off when the unpopular brand is the leader, since this facilitates softer

competition.
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Dye (2000) reports that more than two thirds of the US economy involves word of

mouth communication, emphasizing the need for companies to thoroughly understand

the connection between these effects and their behavior in the particular industry they

are part of. This warrants investigation of the connection between leadership and

popularity as this affects the performance of markets, industrial structure, and the

growth of firms. This paper is intended as a theoretical guideline to firms in this

regard, and I hope that this will give business leaders more than a gut feeling to go

on when choosing time to market strategies.

This model has two separate components of timing. The first element concerns

the order in which firms choose R&D strategies. The Stackelberg leader makes its

decision first, and then the Stackelberg follower will choose its strategy. These roles

are exogenous to firms. Cohen and Levinthal (1989) writes: "...while R&D obviously

generates innovations, it also develops the firm’s ability to identify, assimilate, and ex-

ploit knowledge from the environment...". The quote illustrates the point that spillover

effects may accrue as a by-product of previous R&D and establish a leader in the in-

dustry. One may therefore think of the leader as the firm having more experience in

the industry, just as an incumbent would have over an entrant. The second element

is the choice of R&D strategy itself, which determines whether a brand follows an

early to market strategy or a late to market strategy. This choice is endogenous and

each firm makes a credible commitment to a strategy by choosing its level of R&D

expenditure.

In a companion paper, Winther (2008), I consider the impact of word of mouth com-

munication on the outcome of product introduction when firms choose entry strategies

simultaneously. Simultaneity in the decision making process is descriptive of industries

where firms have limited information on their opponents’ choices. On the other hand,

a sequential structure will be more appropriate in industries characterized by a great

level of observability in the strategies available to firms and/or when they have the

ability to communicate the strategies played in a credible way. Between this model

and its companion one can choose the most descriptive framework for the particular

industry in mind, to identify how competition should be expected to pan out.

Returning to the subject of word of mouth communication, the economics literature

has studied other dependencies in consumer choice such as herding and network effects.

Herding is a term often used to describe how consumers will take the choice of their

fellow consumers as an indication of the private information they possess, and use this
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as a signal of value. Banerjee (1992) and Bikhchandani et al. (1992) both have good

discussions of the origin of herd behavior as well as interesting applications; an agent

may choose to vote for the political party that is ahead in opinion polls as this (may)

indicate that the majority of voters think that this is the better party. Herding differs

from word of mouth communication as it concerns the diffusion of private information

between economic agents when there is incomplete information about the true value

of different choices. On the other hand, word of mouth is more like a fashion effect

influencing buyers’ preferences directly.

One consumer recommending a brand she has tried to another consumer creates a

one-way externality in buyer preferences through word of mouth communication. In

contrast, models of network externalities are of a two-way nature; as compatibility

with other users is a valuable asset in network economies, the utility that buyer X

can derive from a given technology is dependent on the adoption choice of Y, and the

utility of Y is likewise dependent on the adoption choice of X, as is the case for example

in Farrell and Saloner (1985) and Katz and Shapiro (1986). This interdependency in

adoption choices departs from this treatment of word of mouth communication as the

latter does not influence the consumption value of a given product as such but does

influence the way it is valued.

Ellison and Fudenberg (1995) study how word of mouth communication helps buy-

ers with bounded rationality learn about the quality of other products than the one

they current use, modeling word of mouth effects as a form of social learning. The

authors investigate whether consumers will end up on a single product in the long run.

The present paper models word of mouth communication in the same way as the mar-

keting literature does where focus is on buyers telling other buyers about the products

they have come to like, and the effect this has on their preferences. The marketing

literature contains many empirical studies of word of mouth communication but lacks

satisfactory, formalized treatments of the connection between the demand and supply

sides. The present model attempts to fill this gap in the literature by considering

how word of mouth effects on the demand side affect the strategic choices of timing of

product introduction on the supply side.

The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 sets up the model. The competition

between brands is analyzed in section 3. Section 4 studies firms’ individual preferences

for leadership in the game. Section 5 concludes.
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2 The model

Two competing firms, A and B, each sponsor a branded product line. Each brand is

targeted towards one of two consumer types. Consumers are therefore either A-fans or

B-fans, and so one can speak of a buyer as being either a ‘fan’ or a ‘nonfan’ of a brand.

The central question is to find the optimal time to market strategy for a product line

extension into an emerging market.

The timing of the model is as follows. In the first of three stages, stage 0, firms

sequentially choose a time to market strategy. A firm is said to play an early to market

strategy if it enters at stage 1, whereas entry at stage 2 is referred to as being a late

to market strategy.4 The leader’s strategy is perfectly observed by the follower before

choosing its own strategy. For easy reference, I reserve the terms (Stackelberg) ‘leader’

and ‘follower’ to denote the order of firms’ decisions at stage 0. Figure 1 illustrates

the timing of decisions in the reduced form game.

Figure 1

Expected payoff levels are reported in figure 3. As an example, 
£
21
¤
denotes the

expected profit of firm B when firm A enters at stage 2 and firm B enters at stage 1.

A new consumer arrives in both stage 1 and stage 2, and is referred to as the

earlycomer and the latecomer respectively. At stage 1 the earlycomer has the option

to adopt an available technology, if any, or postpone adoption to stage 2. At stage 2

all uncommitted consumers adopt one of the two products, even though different types

may not choose the same good. The quantity bought by the latecomer is normalized

to 1, and the earlycomer buys a fraction  hereof. Buyers may be interpreted as being

4The outside option of not entering the market is never exercised in equilibrium as it is dominated

by playing the late to market strategy.
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either single users buying different quantities, or as generations of buyers of different

size with identical preferences. Consumers’ types are observable to firms.

The development process is stochastic as firms are unable to accurately predict

the final product quality when time to market strategies are chosen at stage 0. Let

qualities be a random draw from a distribution  (−) with support [0; 1]. Denote
realized product qualities of brands A and B as  and  respectively, and assume that

they are uncorrelated with the choice of timing of introduction. Further, as firms

produce at zero marginal cost, one can regard  and  as being product values net of

production costs.

As products are imperfectly substitutable, a consumer will have a higher willingness

to pay for his preferred brand. Let  denote the level of heterogeneity in consumer

tastes, with  ∈ [0; 1]. Alternatively  can be interpreted as the degree of product

differentiation between the two brands. If  = 0 a nonfan derives no utility from

consumption of his least preferred brand, while brands are perfectly substitutable if

 = 1. A consumer may optimally adopt his nonpreferred brand if the quality of his

preferred brand turns out to be relatively low. For example a B-fan values product A

higher than B if and only if   .

The two brands differ in their popularity in the population according to the para-

meter , where  ∈ [0; 1]. The greater the popularity of a firm the more frequently

does it meet a fan. Let  be the popularity of firm A and (1− ) the popularity of

firm B. Without loss of generality assume that  ≥ 1
2
such that player A is the more

popular firm ex ante.

As discussed in the introduction, word of mouth communication increases the pop-

ularity of a brand adopted at stage 1 as an early user will recommend the product to a

late user. If, on the other hand, the earlycomer does not buy a product at stage 1 the

distribution from which the consumer types are drawn remains unchanged between

stages 1 and 2 even if the earlycomer does buy a product at stage 2. To get a func-

tional form for the impact of word of mouth communication I assume that it follows

the urn described in Winther (2008). The urn captures how the popularity gain of a

firm being adopted at stage 1 increase as word of mouth effects get stronger. The urn

also reflects the fact that the more popular a firm is initially the less it has to gain in

terms of popularity.

It is a predominant assumption in the marketing literature that word of mouth

communication is purely beneficial for a firm. Following this thinking there can be no
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negative effects from being early to market. Naturally one can think of many situations

in which a bad experience will lead to a reduction in popularity, such as a negative

review in Zagat’s restaurant guide. However, to conform to standard practice, I have

chosen a formulation that preserves this assumption.

A company that chooses to enter the market quickly incurs development costs of

. Scherer phrases it beautifully: “As scientific and technological knowledge advances,

what may be impossible today will be feasible but costly tomorrow and easy the day after

tomorrow.” (Scherer, 1980, p. 429). This highlights not only the negative relationship

between entry time and the costliness of innovation, but also the emergence of a

market. In general,  should be interpreted as a time to market cost, which among

other things includes research and development expenses and diminishing returns to

effort for making the product available more quickly.

To focus on firms’ strategic choices of timing of product introduction it is assumed

that the earlycomer only derives a single period of product use. Multi-period usage

would make firms more inclined towards fast introduction as the earlycomer’s will-

ingness to pay would increase.5 Switching costs are ‘high’ in that a customer does

not switch from one product to another following initial adoption. In particular, this

applies to the earlycomer who may adopt one product before the quality of the other

is known. For simplicity there is no discounting in the model, so think of time periods

as being relatively short.

Firms are able to solve the game and choose the strategy that yields the highest level

of expected payoff. Consumers rationally anticipate expected utility levels resulting

from the different options they face. The outside option (no adoption) yields zero

utility. Competition is in prices. The paper considers pure strategies only, and the

equilibrium concept is that of subgame perfection.

3 Analysis

The game is solved by the two firms. For each combination of strategies there is an

associated payoff as shown in figure 2. Brand A’s payoffs are reported in the top left

hand corner, and brand B’s payoffs are reported in the lower right hand corner of each

cell.

5This incentive is modeled in Kristiansen (2006).
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Figure 2

All expected profits are derived in Winther (2008).6 Figure 3 shows the expected profit

levels connected to the different entry combinations, net of the expected profits from

combination (2,2) for easier comparison.

Figure 3

Taking the opponent’s action as given, comparison of expected payoffs resulting from

the firm’s two available time to market strategies either shows what the firm can gain

from being first-mover (competitor enters at stage 2) or its loss from being second-

mover (competitor enters at stage 1). The terms Ω and Ω represent the first-mover

gains of firms A and B respectively. The terms Ψ and Ψ denote the firms’ second-

mover losses. Figure 4 contains the analytical expressions for the gains and losses.

Ω = (1− )
³


1+

´
( −)

Ω = 
³


1+

´
( −)

Ψ =  + (1− )

Ψ = (1− ) + 

Figure 4

6This paper also discus firms’ pricing behavior.
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A fan’s willingness to pay for a good is always at least as high as that of a nonfan.

 denotes the producer’s expected profit made when meeting a fan and  denotes

expected nonfan profits. For all  ≤ 1 then  ≥  . Fan (nonfan) profits can be shown

to be decreasing (increasing) in .

The driving force behind the first-mover advantage is that the earlycomer will

always adopt a product a stage 1 in equilibrium.7 This holds irrespective of the ear-

lycomer’s type. This is a result of the second-mover’s inability to make a credible

announcement of the price to be charged at stage 2. So the earlycomer anticipates

that the price she would face at stage 2, if she were to postpone adoption, would reflect

the value of her best alternative. For this reason there always exists a nonnegative

price for which the earlycomer joins the first-mover.8 A first-mover will therefore ex-

perience increased popularity through word of mouth communication and, as a result,

earn higher profits. Specifically, a firm’s first-mover gain is equal to the increase in

probability of the latecomer being a fan rather than a nonfan. For the popular firm

A this additional probability equals (1− )
³



1+

´
. For firm B the probability equals


³



1+

´
. These probabilities are the result of firms’ initial level of probability and

the strength of word of mouth effects. As brand A is more popular by definition, it

has a smaller scope of increasing its popularity as first-mover. One can therefore rank

first-mover gains as Ω ≤ Ω.

A consequence of the earlycomer always adopting a first-mover’s brand is that a

second-mover forgoes any profits it would otherwise expect to earn on the earlycomer

had it entered alongside its opponent at stage 1. This is the effect that drives second-

mover losses. As brand A is the more popular brand by definition, it also has the

higher second-mover loss among the two brands, since the earlycomer is more likely

an A-fan than B-fan. Hence, second-mover losses can be ranked as Ψ ≥ Ψ.

A producer’s choice of entry strategy is a function of its first-mover gain and second-

mover loss relative to the time to market cost. Likewise, this also determines the

optimal (re)action of the producer’s opponent. The relative size of  in comparison

to ΩΩΨ and Ψ therefore plays a key role in firms’ strategic choices of entry

strategies in different markets.

7See Winther (2008) for the formal argument behind this point.
8As a first-mover always benefits from greater popularity at stage 2, it appropriates a larger

share of the surplus derived from the latecomer. In network industries a similar result known as the

weakened-rival effect shows that firms will enter the market sooner than otherwise optimal in order

to secure themselves a relatively bigger network. By doing so the firm is able to command a greater

part of the latecomer’s surplus.
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Best-response functions

To derive the equilibria of the game, start from the back by deriving the Stackelberg

follower’s best-response contingent on the Stackelberg leader’s choice of action. The

optimal strategy played by a follower of type  given the strategy chosen by the leading

firm , with   =  and  6= , is

Best-response of firm  =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Entry at stage 1 for   Ω ∧   Ψ

Entry at stage 2 for   Ω ∧   Ψ

Imitation of  for   Ω ∧   Ψ

Differentiation from  for   Ω ∧   Ψ

The best-response functions follow directly from comparison of the relevant ex-

pected payoff levels as given in figure 3.

A firm that has insufficient incentives to become first-mover, yet is unwilling to

accept the role as second-mover, seeks a high correlation in the time to market strate-

gies that is played by imitating its opponent. Weak word of mouth effects and strong

demands from the earlycomer tend to reinforce this incentive. Cabral (2002) notes

that the leading boat in match racing has an incentive to imitate its competitor’s

route closely to achieve high correlation of results, as opposed to sailing another route

with a lower correlation of outcomes. Correspondingly, the boat that is behind in the

competition seeks a strategy of differentiation in order to change the current standing

in the race.

Differentiation is the firm’s best-response when it would like to reap the benefits

from word of mouth communication of being first-mover, but is not prepared to waste

the time to market cost in other to avoid becoming second-mover. This is most likely

to happen in a market where early demands are relatively weak and word of mouth

communication strong. In general, higher (lower) popularity increases the firm’s in-

centive for imitation (differentiation). This follows from Ω


 0 Ψ




 0 Ω




 0

and Ψ


 0. The result has two implications. First, brand A will generally be more

prone to imitation than brand B. This is because A has less of an opportunity for

increasing its popularity as first-mover, while it also stands to loose the most for be-

ing second-mover. Second, these incentives get stronger as the asymmetry in brand

popularity increases.
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Equilibrium outcomes of the game

The Stackelberg leader anticipates the follower’s optimal reaction and knows the out-

come of its own actions. Figure 5 (a) and (b) illustrate the unique subgame perfect

equilibria of the model with brand A and brand B being leaders respectively. The equi-

libria are reported in parentheses with the action taken by brand A first and brand B

second. For example (2,1) indicates that brand A enters at stage 2 and brand B enters

at stage 1. Further, the numbered labels running from 1 through 9 refer to particular

industries for easy reference.

Figure 5 (a) Figure 5 (b)

I will now analyze the incentives that drive equilibrium in the different areas. As can

be seen from the figures above, the identity of the Stackelberg leader may or may not

matter for the outcome in this strategic game of product introduction. I begin the

analysis by considering those markets where leadership does not play a role in the

outcome, and return to the reverse case later.

¥ Consider industries where both firms will play the same entry strategy irrespective

of it being leader or follower. In such markets it does not matter for a firm’s expected

profits whether it plays the role as leader or follower. For this reason one should

not expect firms to spend any resources trying to position themselves as having a

certain role. Such outcomes are unified by firms playing by the same strategy as

Stackelberg leader as their best-response as Stackelberg follower to the opponent’s

strategy. Proposition 1 summarizes four sets of conditions that lead to an outcome

that is independent of leadership in the game.

Proposition 1. If   Ω and Ψ    Ψ, then (1,2) is the unique

subgame perfect equilibrium. If Ω    Ω and Ψ  , then (2,1)
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is the unique subgame perfect equilibrium. If   Ω and   Ψ, then

(1,1) is the unique subgame perfect equilibrium. If Ω  , then (2,2) is

the unique subgame perfect equilibrium.

This proposition and the ones to follow it results from the equilibria of the game.

Proving the propositions are straightforward and, as a consequence, omitted. Each of

the four outcomes are discussed more carefully below.

¤ Figure 5 (a) and (b) show that (1,2) is the unique subgame perfect equilibrium

in area 4 no matter which firm leads the industry. Knowing that the best-response

of brand B is differentiation, brand A must essentially choose whether to get (1,2) or

(2,1) as outcome. Because the first-mover gain of brand A is higher than the time to

market cost, the firm optimally chooses a strategy of fast product introduction. When

brand B is Stackelberg leader it anticipates that brand A plays early to market as a

dominant strategy, and since  exceeds B’s loss for being second-mover, it is best to

play late to market. This situation is likely to arise in markets where word of mouth

effects are strong and/or the substitutability between brands is low. Some degree of

asymmetry in popularity of brands should also be expected.

The introduction of new drugs is most often pioneered by Big Pharma. Eli Lilly for

example introduced Prozac, the first antidepressant of its kind, and Pfizer brought us

the erectile dysfunction treatment Viagra. To enjoy the monopoly status granted by

a patent, Big Pharma spends huge amounts of money to be first to market. But when

patents expire there is usually an influx of generic equivalents most often introduced

by small, less known medical companies. A firm inventing around the original patent

can likewise be regarded as second-mover.

The model predicts a tendency for the dominant firm to consolidate its position,

which seems to be consistent with observations from the medical industry.

¤ The opposite situation arises in area 2 where (2,1) is the unique subgame perfect

equilibrium outcome no matter who is Stackelberg leader. Area 2 is characterized by

a time to market cost that is higher than the second-mover losses of both firms, and

only the inferior firm having a first-mover gain in excess of this cost.

Anticipating that brand B plays by a best-response strategy of differentiation,

brand A is faced with a choice between (1,2) and (2,1) and prefers the latter outcome

for all parameter combinations satisfying area 2. Brand A’s reaction to the leadership

of B is simply to enter at stage 2, and B chooses to become first-mover in the industry.
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In either case, the inferior firm is able to secure first-mover status irrespective of

how the timing of decision making is organized. Area 2 describes markets that are

distinguished by the earlycomer consuming a relatively small quantity in comparison

to the latecomer. This would be the case if the new good is of such a character that

consumers must get used to it before they fully embrace it, as was arguable the case

with the Internet.

Similar behavior is found in general classification bicycle racing, such as Tour de

France, where the rider with the fastest total time across multiple stages wins the

competition. To win an individual stage of the overall race, riders will try to escape

the peloton. Teams with prominent classification riders often try to control the race

from the peloton by keeping breakaways on a leash. In the interest of conserving

energy, however, low-ranking riders are often allowed to break away from the peloton

without hefty pursuit because they only pose little threat in the general classification,

while focus is kept on riders posing more imminent threats. In the same manner, a

dominant firm will allow a sufficiently small rival to become first-mover.

¤ In area 7 both firms have first-mover gains and second-mover losses greater than

the time to market cost. This implies that each firm, whether leader or follower, chooses

to be early to market. Thus (1,1) emerges as the unique subgame perfect equilibrium

no matter which firm is Stackelberg leader. This will typically be the case in industries

where firms are relatively even competitors and where the time to market cost is low.

Moreover, low substitutability between brands increases firms’ incentives to win first-

mover status as the difference in expected profit earned on fans over nonfans increases.

Low substitutability will also raise second-mover losses, provided the reduction in 

increases the weighted component of profits from fans more than the loss incurred on

nonfans. Under such circumstances one should expect to observe firms racing into a

new market as soon as the opportunity arises.

¤ Lastly, no firm will seek first-mover status in industries where early entry is very

expensive, brands highly substitutable, or where word of mouth effects are small. As

a result (2,2) arises as the unique subgame perfect equilibrium in areas 3, 6, and 9.

¥ This section considers markets where equilibrium is dependent on leadership. Prof-

its are therefore affected by whether the firm leads or follows.
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¤ Industries with strong word of mouth effects make it attractive for a producer to

become first-mover. However, when losses incurred for being second are small relative

to the time to market cost, differentiation is an industry-wide best-response strategy,

and competition will resemble the game of chicken: Each firm would like to be early

to market but only if their opponent has not done so. Consequently, the Stackelberg

leader will seize the opportunity to become first-mover demoting the follower to second-

mover. The model predicts (1,2) as the outcome when the dominant firm leads the

market, and (2,1) is likewise the predicted outcome when the inferior firm is leader.

Proposition 2. If Ψ    Ω, the Stackelberg leader will enter the

market at stage 1and the follower will enter at stage 2.

Proposition 2 applies to area 1 in figure 5 (a) and (b). When the first-mover

gains are high and second-mover losses low, the Stackelberg leader chooses to be early

to market, which essentially ’forces’ the follower to be second-mover. This behavior

is particularly likely in industries where brands hold fairly even popularities, since

this increases Ω and decreases Ψ. The result is comparable to the Stackelberg

leader-follower model in which the leader exploits its advantage by boosting its own

production on the follower’s expense, owning to the fact that quantities are strategic

substitutes. The present model shares this element of strategic substitutability in play-

ers’ actions: An early to market strategy played by the leader convinces the follower

to postpone the date of its own introduction, since competition for the earlycomer’s

business drives down prices, and thus profits, offsetting the expected gain from word

of mouth communication.

¤ In markets where brands hold very different levels of popularity the game can

resembles Matching pennies. When the popularity of brand A is high it will only have

little to gain from being first-mover but much to loose as second-mover. The opposite

holds true for the less popular brand B which has much to gain as first-mover but little

to loose as second-mover. Such incentives make brand A interested in coordination of

strategies while brand B prefers differentiation of strategies.

Proposition 3. If Ω    Ω and Ψ    Ψ, then leadership by

brand A results in outcome (2,2), while leadership by brand B results in

outcome (1,2).
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The conditions in proposition 3 correspond to area 5 in figure 5 (a) and (b). In this

market there is only little to gain for the dominant brand as first-mover, while the loss

it suffers for being second-mover is high. It is therefore optimal for brand A to imitate

brand B’s strategy when it is follower, and for this reason brand B essentially faces a

choice between outcomes (2,2) and (1,1). It is optimal for brand B to play the late

to market strategy to soften competition. As Stackelberg leader brand A essentially

chooses between outcomes (1,2) or (2,1), knowing that brand B plays by a strategy of

differentiation. Brand A therefore chooses to enter at stage 1 and (1,2) emerges as the

subgame perfect equilibrium of the game. Scherer captures the intuition behind this

equilibrium nicely:

“Dominant firms are not likely to be vigorous innovators. But if their

market position is threatened by the intrusion of a smaller innovator, they

have a great deal to loose from running a poor second: the larger share they

would otherwise enjoy. The theory predicts then that profit-maximizing

dominant firms will be potent imitators when their market shares are en-

dangered. They may even accelerate their development efforts so strongly

in response to a challenge that they induce the challenger to relax its devel-

opment pace and settle for the smaller market share associated with being

second.” (Scherer 1980, p. 428)

This equilibrium is interesting as it demonstrates how the order of moves in the

development stage has far-reaching consequences for the firms’ choices of development

strategies. Although the dominant brand has insufficient incentives to pursue an early

to market strategy via its own first-mover benefits, pressure from its smaller opponent

necessitates intensive R&D at stage 0, as it otherwise forgoes sales to the earlycomer.

So brand A ends up playing the early to market strategy in a market where it really

would prefer playing late to market, and brand B ends up playing the late to market

strategy even though it is the one most interested in being first-mover. One can see this

unfortunate situation arising out of the dominant brand’s own success, because high

popularity makes for high second-mover losses. Brand B faces the opposite problem;

it would like to be early to market as it has a lot to gain, but knowing that it will

be imitated by brand A, late to market is the more profitable choice. The greater the

asymmetry in popularity of firms, the more like is this situation to occur.
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¤ Consider a market where the time to market cost is lower than both firms’ second-

mover losses, and where only the inferior brand that has an interest in being first-

mover. When the inferior firm leads the market both brands are introduced late. This

is a rather curious result because leadership by the firm not interested in being first-

mover, produces an outcome where both firms enter the market stage 1. On the other

hand, leadership by the firm that do want to become first-mover produces an outcome

where both firms enter at stage 2.

Proposition 4. If Ω    Ω and   Ψ, then leadership by brand

A results in the outcome (1,1), while leadership by brand B results in the

outcome (2,2).

Proposition 4 applies to area 8 in figure 5. When brand A has leadership it antic-

ipates that the best-response of brand B is to enter at stage 1. Thus, brand A must

essentially choose between outcomes (1,1) or (2,1). Since (1,1) yields the higher profit

to firm A it optimally plays the early to market strategy. When the dominant firm

has leadership both brands end up racing into the market. When brand B leads the

industry, it takes into account that brand A has a best-response strategy of imitation,

leaving a choice between outcomes (1,1) and (2,2). Brand B therefore plays the late

to market strategy to soften competition.

The next section considers the strategic aspects associated with leadership.

4 To lead or not to lead

Proposition 1 demonstrated that competition in some markets yields the same outcome

irrespective of how leadership is organized. In such instances one should not expect

leadership to play an important strategic role in competition, as it is of no consequence

for the expected payoffs.

Things change when the identity of the leader does have an impact on the equi-

librium, and the timing of decision making naturally becomes of interest for firms as

well as the public. The Chicken game structure of competition shown in proposition

2, allows the Stackelberg leader to position itself in a more favorable position than the

follower, in the same way as predicted by Stackelberg’s original model (von Stackelberg

1934). A lack of information or no organization of the timing of moves can potentially
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lead to Stackelberg warfare, where both players will act as though they are the leader of

the game, but ultimately regret their action after learning the competitor’s strategy.9

Several papers have investigated a corresponding situation of endogenous timing

of moves in a duopoly with mutually conflicting incentives in assignment of leader-

ship. van Damme and Hurkens consider both quantity competition (van Damme and

Hurkens 199910) and price competition (van Damme and Hurkens 2004) in a market

where one firm is more efficient than the other in terms of marginal production costs.

The results draw upon a consideration of which of the two competitors will tolerate

more risk in the assignment of roles. The authors show that the more efficient firm

being leader is a fairly robust result, even though this is not the same as the efficient

firm retaining the more attractive role under price competition. Amir and Stepanova

(2006) use a supermodular game to generalize this result further.

In a similar way one could compare the difference in profits each of the two brands

receive in an economy described by area 1 for having the preferred role as leader rather

than being follower, and noting that firms’ actions are strategic substitutes as is the

case in van Damme and Hurkens (1999). Brand A compares (1,2) to (2,1) and brand

B compares (2,1) to (1,2). It is easy to verify that brand A gains the most from

leadership. Now, if one is willing to equate a more efficient firm, that is a firm that

is somehow ahead of its rival, to a firm holding a greater level of popularity among

consumers, then I reach the same conclusion as van Damme and Hurkens.

Yet, there need not be a conflict of interest over how roles are assigned even though

leadership influences the outcome of the game. Propositions 3 and 4 demonstrated that

competitive pressure forces brand A into early product introduction when it leads the

game. The propositions yield the equilibria (1,2) and (1,1) respectively. Comparing

these outcomes to those arising when brand B plays the role of Stackelberg leader,

namely (2,2) in both cases, shows that both firms will benefit from B’s leadership.

Proposition 5. If Ω    Ω and   Ψ, then both brands are

better off with the inferior brand taking leadership in the market.

Proposition 5 applies to the areas 5 and 8. In such markets it is possible that

leadership will arise endogenously, since both firms are better off when the inferior

9See Schelling (1960, p.39)
10This paper also contains a nice review of the literature on endogenous leadership, and I refer the

reader hereto for a thorough discussion.
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brand takes leadership in the market and the dominant brand accepts follower sta-

tus. Through this coordinating allocation of roles firms are able to achieve a softer

competitive environment than what would otherwise have been the case. The driving

force behind this behavior comes from brand A’s best-response of imitating brand B’s

action. This effectively keeps B in check realizing that it will not be able to achieve

first-mover status alone, thus prompting it to play an unaggressive strategy. Brand A

is therefore able to soften competition by surrendering leadership of the industry. This

situation most likely occurs in markets where the two brands hold very different levels

of popularity, and where word of mouth communication in the population is strong.

In Winther (2008) I show that (2,2) is the outcome that maximizes social welfare.

First, this outcome eliminates the potential welfare loss if the earlycomer adopts a

product at stage 1 which turns out to be of lower value than a product introduced at

stage 2. Second, no development costs are wasted. Antitrust authorities must therefore

be careful not to interpret firms’ coordinating actions as having a negative influence

on competition. It should also be recognized that in this case efficiency is the result

of one brand being highly popular which can be reinterpreted as the brand having a

high level of market power.

In a similar fashion Dowrick (1986) shows that firms’ choice of roles can be de-

termined by the slope of their reaction functions. A firm with a positively sloped

reaction function that is sufficiently steep can be used to deter an aggressive action

by the opponent due to the threat of severe retaliation, and the latter firm should

therefore want to become leader and choose a nonaggressive action to facilitate a soft

state of competition. This benefits both players, who will therefore be able to agree

on the allocation roles. This behavior is basically the same as identified in proposition

5 even though the models are as different as they are.

Identifying a desired outcome is one thing, reaching it is another. An obvious way

to achieve coordination is for firms to communicate directly or through industrial com-

mittees to arrange leadership in the optimal way. If for some reason this is not possible,

I look into some possible ways for the wanted timing structure to arise endogenously

in the noncooperative game.

Hamilton and Slutsky (1990) suggest an elaborated pre-play stage in which players

decide when to move without committing to the strategy to be played.11 The idea

of the pre-play stage is to allow firms to work around pre-determined leader-follower

11The authors extended this analysis to a bi-matrix game in their 1993 paper.
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roles (or a simultaneous move structure), and be able to choose the timing of moves

endogenously. As noted by Hamilton and Slutsky, the structure of pre-play is generally

unobserved by the economist, while only the outcome remains observable. Hamilton

and Slutsky (1993) conclude that provided that the extended game can produce payoffs

that are higher than those of the game without pre-play communication, then pre-play

communication can change the equilibrium of the game, and therefore help firms reach

an outcome which was not previously possible. Thus, Hamilton and Slutsky’s model

implies that Stackelberg leadership emerges endogenously.

Whether Hamilton and Slutsky’s pre-play stage is a telling story for real world

dynamics or not, one should not expect a dominant player to be interested in ‘setting

the tone’ in industries pertaining to proposition 5; both firms are better off if the

dominant player takes a backseat to decision making and simply reacts to its rival’s

action. In this case the dominant firm would be wise to play a ‘fast second’ strategy,

as described by Markides and Geroski (2005) in the following way:

“A fast-second strategy differs from both a first-mover and (more impor-

tant) a second-mover strategy. A first-mover strategy would involve getting

into the market quickly and producing your own product variants, hoping

that your product emerges as the dominant design. A second-mover strategy

would involve waiting for the dominant design to be completely established

and accepted in the market and then producing a me-too product under

that standard. A fast-second strategy would involve waiting for the domi-

nant design to begin to emerge and then moving in to be part of that (that

is, helping to create it).”

Markides and Geroski point to IBMhaving played a fast second strategy in the early

days of mainframe computers. The players that participated in the industry at the time

were IBM and a handful of smaller companies, in addition to governmental agencies.

While IBM kept in touch by supporting the early development of the industry, IBM

itself did not try to pioneer the industry on its own. Only in 1953, as the market started

to take shape and products became more productive did IBM enter the market with

its own mainframe.
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5 Conclusions

This paper has followed two main ideas. First, it studies the strategic competition

between two brands in their choice of time to market strategies into an emerging

market. Popularity differences give brands asymmetric incentives to be first or second-

mover, and in connection with the time to market cost, the equilibrium in product

introduction strategies shows the industrial structure that results from the game when

leader and follower roles are exogenously assigned. Under such circumstances the

paper derives the optimal product introduction strategy for a business manager.

Second, comparing these equilibria as a function of the identity of the leader reveals

each brand’s incentive to be Stackelberg leader or follower in an industry. This tells

us what goes on behind the scenes in firms with regards to the allocation of roles

in the product development stage, which largely remains unobserved to economists.

This paper therefore serves as a guideline for building economic models by deriving

the order of moves that would arise endogenously. It can help the modeler choose

between competing specifications of leadership, in turn avoid an overly complex model

and keep focus on other issues.

The model has some policy relevant implications. In certain industries asymme-

try in brand popularity allows firms to soften competition by the inferior firm taking

leadership and the dominant firm accepting follower status. Even though firms co-

ordinate their behavior it is a benefit to the welfare of the economy as a whole. In

this model asymmetries in brand popularity, or market power, will therefore lead to

improved efficiency. Antitrust authorities should carefully consider this effect before

making regulatory intervention.
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Legend

Figure 1: Reduced form game.

Figure 2: Expected profits of the game.

Figure 3: Normalized expected profits.

Figure 4: First-mover gains and second-mover losses.

Figure 5 (a): Outcomes of the game with brand A as leader.

Figure 5 (b): Outcomes of the game with brand B as leader.
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